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2017 is likely to augur well for India. The econo-
my is on an upswing, defence preparedness is
picking up, and after the first quarter of 2017,
the government of the day will not have to focus
its attention on state elections, giving it more
time to delve on core issues of national interest.

The year has started on a promising note,
with violence levels indicating a dip from earlier
years. This is not to presume that violence will
cease. We have already had one incident of vio-
lence reported from Manipur and another from
Chhattisgarh, wherein the security forces lost
one armed policeman each- but the casualties
inflicted on the terrorists have been far heavier,
a total of 22 having been eliminated in violence
prone areas across the country. It appears that
the political process is taking roots and despite
the many uncertainties that lie ahead, it is
hoped that the violence levels, which have been
on a decline since the last few years, will contin-
ue moving South on the violence graph. On the
economic front, the pains and pangs of the
demonetisation process are finally beginning to
recede, bringing forth hope of a further surge in
economic growth. India still remains the fastest
growing economy in the world, despite the
shock caused by the demonetisation of the Rs
500 and Rs 1000 currency.

A new threat however looms in the horizon,
which is more insidious- the power of disinfor-
mation through the social media. A video of a
BSF constable grumbling about his rations soon
took up space over quite a few days on prime
time TV and in the print media. This was soon
followed by another gripe by a constable from
the CRPF- and then by a gripe from an Army
jawan. The use of the social media to air one’s
grievances have the potential to destabilise the
security forces from within - a hope certainly
nurtured by India’s enemies who probably were
instrumental in fanning discontent. It was good
that the Army Chief, In his Army Day Address on
15 January, gave a firm message that indisci-
pline of such a nature will be firmly dealt with.
There are channels for all ranks to air their griev-
ances and they must be strictly followed. The

Indian Army officer remains one of the most
focused in ensuring the welfare of the men
under his command and that tradition forms an
enduring bond between the officers and men.

Combating violence across the country
remains the prime focus of the Armed Forces in
J&K and in the affected areas of the Northeast,
but much greater effort is required in shaping
the information environment. This cannot be a
stand alone effort by the Army, but a concerted
effort by all national agencies. As of now, we do
not have systems like the U.S. and other
advanced countries of shaping public opinion,
both at home and abroad. 

The mission of American public diplomacy
is to support the achievement of U.S. foreign
policy goals and objectives, advance national
interests, and enhance national security by
informing and influencing foreign publics and
by expanding and strengthening the relation-
ship between the people and Government of
the United States and citizens of the rest of the
world. The U.S. department of Public Affairs is a
different organisation which seeks to shape the
information environment at home. We have no
such structures in India, but their need now is
more than ever, otherwise external agencies
may be able to get at the hearts and minds of
our people to carry out acts of subversion,
which remains a potent threat. Perhaps the time
has come to consider a post of National
Information Advisor (NIA), on the lines of the
NSA.

It is hoped that efforts undertaken by the
Govt. of India to expose and combat corruption
will maintain their momentum. Post demoneti-
sation, the economic path will be bumpy, and
will undoubtedly be studied by other countries,
developed and developing alike, enticed by the
efficiencies and decriminalised benefits of a
cashless economy and who increasingly have
the technology at their disposal to entertain the
possibility. Hope beams for the nation. It
remains for the people of India to grasp at the
opportunities that are on offer and enter the
world stage as a major player.
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GENERAL SPEAK

Disruption caused by technological
breakthroughs is moving along an
exponential curve. Each disruption
giving rise to another, with time interval
between successive technology enabled
innovations shortening dramatically.
Nowhere has this been truer than in the
field of communications. Today, text
verbal and visual interface is growing so
rapidly that the entire paradigm of
exchange of information has reached
dizzying heights. We talk of a knowledge
economy in a fully digital world! In this
smouldering cauldron of multiple
social media feeds, hitherto closed
communities like the uniformed
services are at a loss on how to handle
leadership, command integrity and
related issues. Since it is a new and
developing situation, there are multiple
views on how to handle this open
Pandora’s Box.

One way is to follow the Chinese
example and create a censored and
restrictive regime of total cyber controls
with the state being the judge, jury and
executioner! In a noisy and fiercely free
and democratic society such as India,
such draconian restrictions would not
only be unacceptable but also difficult
to implement. What then of the armed
forces? how do they deal with this hydra
headed genie which has equal potential
for enormous good but also can mutate
into an uncomfortable and morale
sapping evil.

The recent video and WhatsApp
messages about the army have caused a
furore and disquiet among a large body
of people including veterans. This is a
fair reaction from people who have high
regards for the army and admire its
discipline. What people fail to
appreciate is that despite all reasonable
efforts, in a million plus army there are
bound to be true and imagined
anomalies! Even if 0.1% of the rank and

file is unhappy or disgruntled, fairly or
unfairly, the number runs into
thousands! Thus, if even a minuscule
number of these people take to social
media to air their perceived grievances
or are proxies of some vested interests,
the impact is manifold and much out of
proportion, due to our acute sensitivity
to such outbursts in the public domain.

However, the writing on the wall is
apparent that more and more
unhappy/angry people are going to use
the social media to vent their ire or
frustrations. In this scenario, banning
the use of social media may not work
entirely as the porosity of the available
channels would find many proxy
methods to get the message across and
this time perhaps with more animosity
and be received by a more fertile
environ which feeds and thrives on
being anti-establishment. A recent
survey of WhatsApp groups shows that
above 60 % of group members who post
extensively, post negative or cynical
messages! The principle of ‘ bad news is
news‘ also unfortunately in some parts,
applies to use of social media. We in the
army thus have to work harder and
more resolutely to put in place a more
trusted, fair and responsive grievance
redressal mechanism. We also need to
educate and motivate troops and
officers to use the social media
objectively. Show them the good and
bad it can do and build abhorrence for
false media and trolling!
Simultaneously, we should also build a
tolerance threshold for the ‘New
Normal’ that is use of social media both
for good and a lot of evil. Banning won’t
work!

SOCIAL MEDIA
Lt Gen Sudhir Sharma
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PERISCOPE

The decision by
former Army Chief
General J.J. Singh to
contest the
forthcoming Punjab
elections as an Akali
Dal candidate has

elicited considerable comment in the
public domain. Some have welcomed the
participation of senior ‘faujis’ in Indian
politics, while others have not taken
kindly to a former service Chief entering
the electoral fray for a state legislative
seat – meaning that of an MLA!

The debate itself ended
inconclusively, for it was not clear if rank
was the only criterion, meaning that a Lt
Gen. (and equivalent) and below could
participate but not a four-star Chief; or
that while becoming an MP at the centre
was kosher – a state MLA was not quite
OK; and even to become an MP, direct
nomination to the Rajya Sabha was the
preferred option for the fauji, as opposed
to the heat and dust of Lok Sabha
electioneering where large sums of
money and sectarian advocacy are
critical elements.

It may be useful to recall that there is
no universal  gold standard about how a
military person - while in service or
retired, should relate to the political
dynamic of the democracy in question.
Each major democracy has evolved its
own pattern and  the U.S.A. and France
elected Generals - Eisenhower and
DeGaulle respectively, to lead their
nations. History plays a major role in
defining the contemporary co-relation
between the political dynamic and the
soldier and thus one may conjecture that
it is unlikely that Germany and Japan will
elect a military veteran anytime soon to
lead their country.

The Indian experience is distinctive
for a variety of reasons. Traditionally the
Indian fauj has kept aloof from any kind
of political activity, including that which
is permissible as per the constitution -
and during my four decades in uniform, I
do not recall any significant attempt by
serving personnel to even cast a postal
ballot.The old adage that three subjects
were taboo in the officers mess – and
politics was one of them – was strictly
adhered to(The other two subjects were
religion and women).

But should a retired fauji who
becomes a civilian have the right to
participate in elections – like any other
citizen? The answer is ‘yes’ and there is
precedent across the rank spectrum. It
merits recall that well after retiring,
General Cariappa, the first Indian officer
to be elevated to Army Chief, contested
the Lok Sabha elections as an
independent in 1971. He lost.

Over the years some faujis left the
military at relatively junior ranks and
acquitted themselves with aplomb in
politics and both Maj. Jaswant Singh
(BJP) and Sqn Ldr Rajesh Pilot (Congress)
are case in point. There are others like
Maj. Gen. Khanduri (BJP) who served
both as a cabinet minister at the centre
and as a state Chief Minister. Gen. V.K.
Singh, currently a Minister of State in the
Modi government, is the most recent
example of a former Chief in politics.

Thus, there is no single criterion to
define the red lines, as it were, about how
the retired fauji is to enter the political
fray. But what is discernible is the
increased participation of the retired
fauji in Indian politics, and the kind of
support extended by some ex-
servicemen groups to major political
parties is illustrative of this trend. One

faction of ex-servicemen had
vociferously supported the BJP in the last
general election in 2014, in the fond hope
that it would resolve many outstanding
issues related to the fauji – such as OROP
– but they have been disappointed.

If social media is an indicator, the
debate among the faujis remains spirited
about the merits and de-merits of the
Congress and the BJP and who is more
committed to the cause of the fauj. Words
such as bhakts, sikular stooges and
presstitutes has become part of the
veteran lexicon and this is the beginning
of the politicisation of the Indian fauj. TV
debates on matters military have become
partisan, emotive and shrill and some
veterans have little hesitation in donning
party colours.

It is interesting that in the Punjab
election, two faujis are pitted against
each other – one a former princely ruler,
Capt. Amarinder Singh, and the other a
former Chief – Gen. J.J. Singh. What will
be relevant is to note how they will
conduct themselves – once elected – in
the pursuit of the national interest – the
lodestar of the  military. Or will they
become victims at the political altar,
wherein party interest and loyalty to The
Leader becomes paramount – even if it is
detrimental to the national interest? 

The politics-soldier domain is opaque
but the Indian fauj  is gradually acquiring
a political sheen whose long term impact
may be detrimental to the apolitical
orientation of the institution, which has
stood it in good stead for the last seven
decades. Is this a constructive cusp? I
have my doubts.

Commodore C Uday Bhaskar, is currently

Director, Society for Policy Studies (SPS),

New Delhi. He was previously Director,

National Maritime Foundation (NMF) and

prior to that he headed the Institute for

Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA).

THE INDIAN FAUJI AND POLITICS:
WHAT ARE THE RED LINES?

Commodore C Uday Bhaskar
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OUT OF THE BLUE

07

The surgical strikes on the terror camps
in POK by the Indian Army post the Uri
terror attack came as a shot in the arm,
not only for the armed forces but also for
the people of India.Post Independence,
Gandhi’s path of non-violence (an
effective tool under very different
circumstances) and Nehru’s concept of
Asian solidarity, became India’s
instruments of foreign policy, to address
India’s security concerns. The notion that
peaceful co-existence would prevail and
dialogue would ease tensions amongst
states, was misplaced, and sadly did not
take into account the reality of real
politics. India was perceived as a soft
state and treated as such, despite its
growth as an economic power, it’s
incredible and acknowledged technical
capability, its acquisition of sophisticated
armaments and its nuclear capability.

That image invited foreign
aggression- three wars and three
conflicts, all with our so called ‘friendly
neighbours’! To add insult to injury, a
series of terror strikes and neighbour-
abetted insurgency has been
progressively chipping away at our men
and material. A nation of more than a
billion people, the world’s third largest
Army and the world’s fourth largest Air
Force, appeared as an impotent wimp in
the eyes of the world. That image
changed with the surgical strikes carried
out on 29 September 2016 - a product of
a change in government. Three years
down the line, the Narendra Modi led
NDA government continues to exhibit
the will to act firmly in national interest,

showing the world that transition in the
Indian ethos has arrived.
Notwithstanding the detractors, the
proverbial basket of crabs, each pulling
the other down (as Maharishi Sadguru
sadly laments),the government has
shown that it has the ‘will’ to act firmly
when required- and that sharp and
punishing action would be meted out to
the perpetrators of terrorism and those
who threatened national security. The
image of the ‘national will’ had been
restored.

India’s growing power, both economic
and military has undoubtedly increased
its visibility. While Manmohan Singh, as
Prime Minister said little, his statement
that India’s interests range from the Gulf
of Aden in the west to the Malacca Straits
in the east, from the Indian Ocean to the
Central Asian plateau in the north,
marked a major sphere of influence and
responsibility. Garuda had spread its
wings. Faced with a plethora of threats,
both external and internal, across the
conflict continuum, as also the need to
provide succour to the Indian diaspora
and deal with the impact of crises within
the region and beyond, national security
is indeed a tall order. While international
pressure would influence actions in an
integrated and interdependent world,
confrontation and conflict can never be
ruled out. If it were to happen, there is no
doubt that it would be short and sharp
(and hopefully below the nuclear
threshold). The rapid progress in
technology will not only make the
conflict more challenging but
unpredictable, requiring calibrated and
flexible responses in a swiftly changing
and elastic environment. It is evident that
airpower, with its inherent
characteristics, would be the instrument
that is most suited to address such
responses. Its sheer capability to execute
and assist in parallel operations, its
speed, lethality and ability to create

strategic effects while lending its strength
and capabilities to other elements, make
airpower the ‘Sword Arm’ of the
government. But for total effect, airpower
must be used judiciously with other
disciplines and in a multi-dimensional
spectrum to bring national power to bear
on the enemy. Thus jointness, and the
synergy arising from it, is the way
forward.

Conflicts between countries in today’s
world are few and far between. But what
is more troublesome and probably the
bigger challenge is countering the lower
end of the spectrum of conflict -
variously described as Fourth Generation
Warfare (4GW)/ Sub-Conventional/
Asymmetric Warfare. This remains the
multi-headed hydra that is the scourge of
all the problems across the globe. The
variables thrown up in terms of area,
method, source, nature, time and worst
of all the suicide bombers (with visions of
72 virgins) have exacerbated the
problem. Addressing and suppressing/
exterminating the protagonists is a major
issue. Few countries today are free from
radical elements indulging in bombing,
mayhem and carnage. It has become a
way of life. The steady and constant
attacks on men and material fritter away
national assets. We need to put our heads
together and apply concepts and
technology designed for specific
environments to weed out the unwanted
elements and ensure national security is
not jeopardised.

An alumnus of NDA and DSSC, Air
Mshl Sumit Mukerji has served the IAF as
a fighter pilot with distinction He has
commanded three units, a MiG-29 Sqn, a
MiG-25 SR Sqn and TACDE (considered
the ‘Top Gun’ school of the IAF) and also
served as the Air Attaché in Washington
DC. He retired in 2011 as the AOC-in-C of
Southern Air Command.

BATTEN THE HATCHES
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South Asia has been the fastest growing
sub-region in the world despite
challenging conditions; and the year
2016 has seen the South Asian region
being thrust into the spotlight of global
affairs. Stretching across 5.8 million
square kilometres (including
Myanmar), six time zones, climatic
conditions ranging from temperate
tundra, deserts and tropical rainforests,
the South Asian region is the most
diverse and densely populated region in
the world. Economically, the region is
seeing development on a large scale
despite the relative global slowdown;
however, the fruits of this economic
boom manifest in very concentrated
swaths of area, and there is still no
progressive trend seen uniformly across
the region. The demographic and
ethnic diversity has opened new
markets and a dynamic trade pattern
that differentiates itself distinctly from
the rest of the world.

South Asia is also susceptible to
varied climatic and environmental

forces. The Indian Ocean dictates much
of the seasonal proceedings within the
region along with playing the role of an
economic gateway. Shipping traffic
passing through the South Asian Waters
have gone up to constitute nearly 30%
of the global traffic. The varied factors
that dominate life in South Asia have
also led to a scaling up of the South
Asian Association for Regional
Association (SAARC). Myanmar has
officially applied for membership
within SAARC. Several nations have
realised that South Asia has huge
economic potential as well as regional
security implications; as a result
Australia, United States of America,
China, Japan, Iran, Mauritius and South
Korea have been included as observers.

Major Disruptors
South Asia sees a vast gap in
infrastructure development per capita.
Most nations within the region still rank
very poorly on the Ease of Doing
Business Index. This can be attributed
to a combination of factors such as
political volatility, corruption,
nepotism, legal challenges, under-
developed economic framework,
unpredictable local markets and a
largely unskilled work force.

The unstable political conditions in
the region have led to a deviation from
internationally acceptable norms and
ethics in Myanmar, Bangladesh,
Pakistan and Nepal. Illegal trade of
drugs, precious minerals and weapons
through porous borders within the
region continues to fund anti-national
and religious militant groups that are
party to various conflicts. The lack of
employment in many areas of the
region continues to feed organised and
petty crime in densely populated urban

centres.
The South Asian Region has seen an

alarmingly increasing trend of ethnic
and religious intolerance in 2016.
Extremist religious indoctrination,
social media misinformation, complex
political motives, transforming
governments, and widening economic
gaps have compounded this trend.
Persecution of minorities has now
increased steadily in several countries.
The presence of the Islamic State
footprint within the region has been
validated in 2016 after a string of
devastating attacks in Bangladesh,
Afghanistan and Pakistan. The Taliban
and other Islamic militant groups have
reestablished their authority post the
withdrawal of US coalition forces.

Natural disasters, both cyclic and
non-cyclic have cost thousands of lives
in the region. South Asia sits on four
active tectonic plates; and the variable
ocean temperatures and
meteorological anomalies have
increased the intensity and occurrence
of cyclones and other storms. The
region still needs to adapt to these
changes in terms of infrastructure,
emergency response procedures and
public awareness.

India
India is on the road to economic revival
with the GDP peaking at 7.3 percent in
2016. Radical economic policies such as
the recent demonetisation and
proposed GST Bill go towards more
transparency within the national
economy. However, cross border
insurgency and terrorism continued to
threaten the security of the nation
throughout the year. There were attacks
by Pakistan-based terrorist groups not
just in Jammu & Kashmir (J&K), but also

SOUTH ASIA SECURITY
PROGNOSIS- 2017

Col Sushil Pradhan

SOUTH ASIA 
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in Punjab, when, on January 2nd,
around four to six terrorists attacked
the Indian Air Force base in Pathankot.
Two army camps were attacked by
terrorists, near Uri town in Baramulla
district, and Nagrota near Jammu, both
in J&K. India is also facing a rising
number of Islamic State sympathisers,
with more than 50 key arrests in
different parts of the country. However,
with major states such as Punjab
heading for elections in February and
March 2016, issues such as sharing of
river waters and caste-based
reservation policies; the socio-
economic and geo-political scenario in
2017 will merit careful monitoring.

Nepal
The coalition government in Nepal
consisting of the CPN (M) and Nepali
Congress has faced an administrative
logjam due to delays in rebuilding the
infrastructure in the country post the

2015 earthquake; and the proposed
constitutional amendment that caters
for the representation of minority
groups (Madhesis and Tharus). This
logjam has resulted in various incidents
of violence in the southern fringe
provinces of Nepal and has also affected
various infrastructure projects. The
internal unrest has led to a shift in
Nepal’s precarious relations with India
and China. 

Bangladesh
In Bangladesh the ruling Awami League
(AL) led by Sheikh Hasina has come
under domestic and international
pressure due to the trend of increasing
Islamic religious radicalisation,
especially in the Northwestern part of
the country. Political strikes and
escalations of violence spurred by the
Jamaat-e-Islami party leaders have
disrupted economic progress and
caused widespread destruction. The

Islamic State threat in Bangladesh is
ever increasing, with operatives being
recruited from the educated urban
youth. The rejuvenated militant
organisation, the Jamaat-ul-
Mujahideen Bangladesh (JMB) has
forged close ties with the IS and stepped
up operations in the country. Religious
minorities such as Christians and
Hindus have come under attack from
anti-government and religious hard-
liner groups.

Myanmar
In Myanmar, the Rohingya crisis
continues to dominate the concerns of
the international community. The
countries citizen act does not recognise
the Rohingyas who are a Muslim
minority in the Rakhine state. Many
within the national Buddhist
population still consider the Rohingyas
to be outsiders and oppose
international intervention in solving
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the crisis. The 2008 constitution
enshrines deep political powers for the
military by reserving over a quarter of
the parliament seats for unelected
military officers, giving them an
effective veto over constitution
changes. Hence political reforms are
slow, and despite having won the
elections, the leader of National League
for Democracy (NLD), Aung Suu Kyi is
still barred from holding the official
position of the President due to a
provision in the military-drafted
constitution. 

Maldives
The Defamation and Freedom of
Expression Act has severely limited the
functioning of the media and other
NGO’s from operating in Maldives.
President Abdulla Yameen’s recent
clamp down on civil liberties has
ensured that the functioning of the
opposition party, the Maldives United
Opposition (MUO), is curtailed
considerably. The recent exit of
Maldives from the Commonwealth has
further isolated the country that is also
at risk of soon turning into a potential
source of Islamic extremists. Crime and
civil unrest is at an all-time high in
Male, due to the economic stagnation.

Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka has seen a relative high GDP
growth rate of over 5 percent in 2016
which was however limited to the
western part of the country. Much of the
conflict based Eastern and North
Eastern region has not seen any
substantial growth due to the Sinhala-
Tamil conflict. Tensions between the
Buddhist majority and the Muslim
minority (9 percent of the population)
remain serious. In addition, Sri Lanka is
facing international pressure on the
issue of human rights violations; and
the adoption of recommendations
enabling permanent reconciliation
between Tamils and Sinhalese. A high
fiscal and public debt owing to the
decade’s year old war against the LTTE
has limited the growth of key
infrastructure projects.

Pakistan
In 2016 Pakistan has seen over 800
fatalities in violence related activities.
The Tehreek-e-Taliban have increased
attacks on government targets in the
North-Western provinces and major
cities in reprisal against anti-militant
operations. Attacks against religious
minorities have increased considerably
and this was amplified by the Easter
attacks in Lahore targeting Christians.
Shias have been targeted repeatedly by
organisations such as the LeJ, TTP and
the Islamic State. The Balochistan
Province has come increasingly into the
spotlight due to various factors
including the CPEC (China Pakistan
Economic Corridor), attacks by the
Balochistan Liberation Army, and
attacks by the LeJ/Islamic State on
security infrastructure as well as Shia
shrines.The appointment of General
Qamar Javed Bajwa as Army Chief is not
likely to affect Pakistan’s policy towards
India; nor interrupt anti-militant
operations in the North West.

Afghanistan
In 2016, Afghanistan witnessed the
after-effects of the NATO withdrawal,
especially in the Helmand province.
The Taliban have capitalised on the
reduced security cover and captured
large swaths of land, and launched
major offensives in Kunduz, Lashkar
Gar and Tarinkot. The Afghan National
Security Force, despite being trained
and armed by the US, continues to face
challenges in coping with the
unconventional warfare of the Taliban.
The Afghanistan government under
President Ashraf Ghani is still in turmoil
after the dismissal of seven key cabinet
ministers. One of the gravest threats
that Afghanistan has seen in recent
months is the growing influence of the
Islamic State and direct attacks on
civilians. The Shia community and
other minorities have been targeted
indiscriminately.

Bhutan
Bhutan has the distinction of having the
highest Gross National Income per

capita in South Asia. Bhutan’s Eleventh
Five Year Plan of “Self-reliance and
Green Socio- Economic development”
has evolved in a positive manner owing
to hydropower projects and a stable
Bicameral Government. Corruption
levels are the lowest in South Asia and
the monarchy still enjoys popular
public support. Urban infrastructure
management, however, is an area of
concern, especially in upcoming
commercial hubs such as Thimpu and
Phuntsholing.

Outlook for 2017
The endemic fault lines in the geo-
political landscape of South Asia
deepened further this year. New
paradigms emerging from the jostling
of influence by big powers like Russia,
China and America in the region are
bound to impact negatively on the
already fragile interstate relations. The
worsening of the security scenario in
Afghanistan, continued terror related
risks and the virtual breakup of SAARC,
in the wake of rapidly deteriorating
relations between India and Pakistan,
will see new strategic dynamics at play,
and newer regional alliances taking
shape. The year 2017 can be expected to
be tumultuous for South Asia with the
overall security scenario showing a
downward trend.
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Sushil Pradhan is Director Information
Services at MitKat. He has led complex
security operational, logistic, audit and

training assignments in Europe
(Germany), Africa, Middle East (Iraq) &

Myanmar. He is an accredited trainer
with United Nations, an effective
communicator, an analytical and

accomplished regular contributor to
professional journals; and speaker in

several forums such as ACSG, OSAC &
ASIS (West Asia). He was invited as a

speaker at The China Academy of
Social Sciences in Beijing in June 2015,
and at the Duty of Care Conference in
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ARMS AND THE REGION
OPINION

It is time to look ahead at the challenges
that India’s security planners will face in
2017. Spillovers from 2016 and the
forthcoming leadership change in the
United States will make the
environment very challenging in India’s
security calculus.

For the U.S. certainly, and for India
too, January 20 could turn out to be a
day like no other in the recent past. If
U.S. President-elect Donald Trump
sticks to his “twitterwords”, the Trans-
Pacific Partnership (TPP) would be

history, U.S.-China relations may
become even more tenuous, while
America’s interaction with Russia may
become “interesting”.

While Mr. Trump has not talked
about India, his “fantastic” Pakistan
may see some more tensions
developing with Uncle Sam, as the
general thrust of ‘Trumpism' has been
to take a tougher line on terrorism. After
his “Israel” tweet on the UN Security
Council resolution on Israeli
settlements and outright

AVM Manmohan Bahadur, VM
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condemnation of the Iran nuclear deal,
one can expect U.S. involvement in
West Asia to increase. Would that imply
a reversal of President Barack Obama’s
“Pivot to Asia?” Will Mr. Trump’s views
change once he is in the saddle? What
does this scenario portend for India?

China Rising
India has to factor in the enhanced
aggressiveness of China, which has
taken on a new hue and trajectory;
shorn of diplomatese, the “peaceful”
rise has become an ominous one that is
transforming the “challenge” of China
into a “threat” from China. Its recent
moves, of positioning air defence
weapons on a reclaimed island in the
South China Sea, forays by fighters and
bombers over the East China Sea, and
even sending its aircraft carrier
Liaoning to Hainan via the Bashi
Channel between Taiwan and
Philippines, have sent an unwelcome
message to its neighbours. It may not be
long before Liaoning makes its foray
into the Indian Ocean. If not for power
projection (which is still some time
away), it may be to just announce to the
world that a new “world” power has
arrived. Though these activities are far
removed from the India-China border,
these developments can be co-related
with the reorganisation of its military
into Theatre Commands, local media
hype about large-scale, “realistic” joint
training exercises, and aggressive
diplomatic reactions to events that
impinge on its stated positions (the
Dalai Lama’s visits to Mongolia, and
later Arunachal Pradesh). If Mr. Trump
gets on the front foot with China, then it
(the U.S.) would require India to be
firmly with it. With its placing of India
as a major defence partner and the
Defense Technology and Trade
Initiative (DTTI) in place, Indian
planners would have to tread a narrow
path between getting close to the U.S.
and being classified as a major cog in
the American scheme of things. The key
dictum to follow would be to ensure
that India’s interests are insured against
reversals in power politics, as Pakistan

faced to its discomfiture when the Cold
War and the Soviet presence in
Afghanistan ended.

The Pakistan Factor
Pakistan can be expected to continue
meddling sub-conventionally in India’s
affairs. Thus, support to terrorism would
continue, with the Pathankot and Uri
attacks being pointers of actions to be
expected. India’s guard cannot be
lowered and eternal vigil is the need of
the times. Hopefully, the relative quiet
along the border is indicative of some
backchannel diplomacy at work. That
there is a new Pakistan Army Chief and
the top brass there has been overhauled
sends out a feeling of hope that the
civilian leadership may be exercising a
greater say in security and foreign
affairs. But haven’t we seen this, which
we have fervently wished for, many
times before?

On this broad security canvas before
India, there also lie the subtle but
understated strokes of India’s relations
in the neighbourhood. Even as China
and Pakistan make forays in these
countries, especially with arms sales
and economic aid, we can ill-afford to
neglect them; they constitute our vital
interests. To be influential in world
affairs, words need to be backed by
deeds — claims of “historical cultural
relations” do not work in realpolitik.
Thus, the commitment to develop the
Chabahar port in Iran gains
importance, even as a new relationship
develops between Russia, China and
Pakistan. The buzz is that this
friendship is around China’s ‘China-
Pakistan Economic Corridor’ initiative
but astute observers can sense
something more to be brewing.
Similarly, economic and military
commitments to Afghanistan have to be
met, the geographical disconnect
notwithstanding.

Budgetary Support Before 2019
History has proven that a strong
military is the foundation for resolute
action in the economic and diplomatic
fields. The demonetisation exercise

may have ensured extra money in the
government’s coffers as its statements
have proffered. A year from now, the
nation will be in the final stretch of the
race for the 2019 general election, when
priorities for budgetary allocations are
bound to change. Hence, a greater
allocation for the defence sector is
needed in the 2017 budget to enable the
services to overcome the neglect of the
past decade and enhance their
capability to support government aims
at influence-building in the
neighbourhood. In parallel, the
building up of a defence industrial base
should gather greater momentum from
the snail’s pace it is now. Getting a firm
footing in the “near abroad”, to use a
Russian term, is a sine qua non for
aspirational India’s ambitions in the
coming years; 2017 would be decisive in
more ways than one.
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The Chinese
Dragon was
always viewed
with some
amount of
trepidation ever
since the Korean
War. I have read
many books

written by Chinese and the biography on
Mao revealed that during the Korean War,
even when the North was losing, Mao
refused to give up, as he said he had
millions of Chinese who could be sent to
the front. They were used as cannon
fodder.

China has come a long way since the
Mao era, but it has also, under the nose of
the U.S., proliferated weapons of mass
destruction to North Korea and Pakistan.
In fact, were it not for China’s active
support North Korea would have ceased
to exist as a rogue state. It seems China
likes to keep monsters in its backyard
much as Pakistan does. Perhaps this is
why it refuses to declare Masood Azhar a
terrorist even though China is quite clear
on the terror strikes he has been involved
with in India.

Perhaps in a crazy way they equate the

Dalai Lama, a man of peace, almost
worshiped around the world, with Azhar
- a man with the blood of many
innocents on his hands. Even after
decades, they cannot countenance the
fact that India gave this man of God,
sanctuary.

Today, China has allowed North Korea
to threaten the U.S. with an
intercontinental ballistic missile, which
North Korea would have had to get help
from China to develop. The President-
elect Trump has said clearly that it
cannot scare America and is suspicious
of the game China in playing, as he
should be. China would be stupid not to
deter North Korea and equally
shortsighted not to accept that Masood
Azhar is a terrorist. After all, such people
can make things very bad for the great
economic corridor that China is building
right through Pakistan. It would be far
better to help to put them away.

To the world at large it is clear that
China is supporting states that sponsor
terror and their insistence on a
harmonious society and world rings
hollow. One of America’s greatest
Generals- MacArthur said during the
darkest period of World War II:“I have no

fear that we will not ultimately defeat the
Japanese, nor do I fear any dread of
conquest by them. My great fear is the
Chinese, with their increasing militancy
and aggressive tendency, they’re the great
Asiatic menace.”MacArthur’s words are
prophetic and should be taken seriously.
China controls the minds and lives of 1.5
billion people and has brainwashed
them into thinking they will be the next
great power.

With China taking over territory near
the Philippines and securing them with
lethal weapons, while the world is
distracted by the civil war in the Middle
East, it is clear that unless stopped, China
will ultimately control Pakistan as it has
done Tibet and slowly but surely colonise
African states that have the resources it
seeks. And in the process it will protect
and feed terrorist states.

If this gives them the unique title of a
nation supporting terrorist states, so be
it. China has never cared much about
International bodies or international
laws. In fact, their own draconian laws
only apply to its citizens. China seeks
more territory and more power. It will do
anything to achieve this. This is a
challenge India will have to continue to
face in 2017.
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On 19 October, 2016,
the State Bank of
India stated that it
had blocked close to
six lakh debit cards
following a
m a l w a re - re l a t e d
security breach in a

non-SBI ATM network. Several other
banks, such as Axis Bank, HDFC Bank
and ICICI Bank also admitted to being
victims of similar cyber attacks. Due to
the massive data breach, Indian banks
have decided to either replace or request
users to change the security codes of as
many as 3.2 million debit cards. However,
in certain cases banks have decided to
block the cards and issue fresh ones.

What happened?
Card data of 3.2 million customers was
stolen between May 25th and July 10th
from a network of Yes Bank ATMs
managed by Hitachi Payment Services.
However, it was only in early September
that banks and payments services
providers became aware of the extent of
the breach. As per some reports, the
malware infection took about six weeks
to detect, compromising transactions
that took place during this period. Banks
came across fraudulent transactions, in
which debit cards were used in China
and the US for customers who were
present in India. In addition, cardholders
also detected similar transactions.
Subsequently, banks lodged complaint to
the National Payments Corporation of
India (NPCI), which has oversight over
retail payments systems in India.
Fraudulent withdrawals have been
reported from 19 banks so far.

NPCI investigations found a malware-
induced security breach in the systems of
Hitachi Payment Services, which
provides ATMs, point of sale and other
services in India. The investigation

alleged that the security breach occurred
in the ATMs of a particular private bank.
Of the 3.2 million cards involved, over 2.6
million belonged to MasterCard and Visa,
and the remaining were from the RuPay,
according to the NPCI. Visa and
MasterCard have stated that their own
networks were not compromised. Both
YES Bank and Hitachi claim there was no
breach or compromise at their end. The
breach, according to initial
investigations, has mainly affected the
magnetic strip ATM cards.

The impact?
This is one of the biggest data breaches in
the country which has impacted the
banking sector as under:
• Around 3.2 million cards issued by
Indian banks are to replaced, or their
holders asked to change their PINs.
• According to NPCI investigations, 90
ATMs have been compromised, and at
least 641 customers across 19 banks have
lost Rs 1.3 crore.
• SBI will replace about 6,25,000 debit
cards as a precaution, and customers will
be compensated for losses, estimated to
be around Rs 10 lakhs to Rs 12 lakhs.

The number of cards affected by the
breach may seem small, as it the impact
is on about 0.5 percent of the 712.39
million cards issued by Indian banks till

August 2016. However, the potential
losses could still be significant, if a large
number of them are exposed to this
fraud. However, at the present juncture,
there is no way of knowing the exact
extent of the damage caused, until the
investigations are completed.

What is a malware attack?
Malware is malicious software including
viruses, worms, trojans, ransomware,
spyware and other programmes that
damages computer systems at ATMs or
bank servers, and allows fraudsters to
access confidential debit card data. In the
recent data breach, swiping a card at an
allegedly compromised ATM allowed the
data on the card to be transmitted to the
fraudsters, who then misused it for
fraudulent transactions.

What is being done now?
The affected banks, NPCI, Visa,
MasterCard, and Hitachi Payment
Services have called for a forensic probe
by SISA Information Security. In addition,
the Indian Government has sought a
detailed report from banks and RBI on
the debit card fraud. The council of
Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard (PCIDSS), an international
body that sets data security standards,
has also ordered a forensic audit of the

THE CYBER THREAT
Pallavi Ade

CYBER WARFARE
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data breach.
As per the initial report of CERT-In,

submitted on October 19th, CERT-In, in
July 2016, had sent an alert on planned
cyber attacks on banks' information
infrastructure. Later, on August 12th and
24th, it had alerted banks about backdoor
Trojans that steal credentials of users and
also stated about advanced targeted
attacks, along with the indicators of
compromise for the banks to take action.
Some banks are looking to refund money
to customers, while some are replacing
the cards affected by the malware.
Meanwhile, Axis Bank has said that while
some cards have been replaced, several
customers have been asked to change
their security codes as well.

Meanwhile, RBI has advised banks to
review funds in their bank's (overseas)
nostro accounts, and carry out hourly
reconciliation of payment emails by
comparing outward messages with
SWIFT confirmations. In addition, the
RBI has revised its rules for payment
companies to incorporate a provision to
impose a penalty ranging between Rs 5
lakh to Rs 1 crore for non-compliance or
contravention of the Payments Act.
Significantly, RBI has reportedly
instructed banks to upgrade the role of
the CISO (chief information security
officer) from an 'operational level' to a
'strategic level'. The country's central
bank has also instructed banks to
implement a security policy enlisting
their strategy on combating cyber
threats, and spelling out tangible cyber
hygiene measures, which are approved
by their respective boards.

Analysis 
A bank runs multiple servers that store
enormous amount of information and
details of various operations such as
credit cards, ATMs, real time gross
settlements, ATMs and SWIFT (the global
financial messaging service banks use to
move funds), among others. Over the
past few years, banks have been fighting
cyber attacks like 'distributed denial of
service' (or DDoS), considered the most
common type of cyber attack on
financial institutions, worldwide.

According to cyber experts, several of
these attacks are the work of Chinese or
East European hackers.

One such major breach this year was
the one on Bangladesh Bank. Earlier this
year, around $81million was stolen from
the Bangladesh Central Bank's account
with the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York, in one of the biggest-ever cyber
heists. The attack on Bangladesh Bank
was done through a Trojan Horse, and
instructions were issued via the SWIFT
network.

Indian banks, when compared to say
US banks, have created additional layers
of security for users of debit and credit
cards. In the US, it is easier to use a credit
card but in India there is another levels of
security such as OTP (One Time
Password) or another system of
validation. However, despite the security
levels, malware attacks, such as the
recent one to Indian banks, remain a
high possibility. 

The recent attack on Indian banks
however, is not the first to hit the Indian
banking sector. In one instance, in early
August, a Pakistan hacker reportedly
defaced the website of a large public
sector bank by inserting a malicious page
and tried to block some of the bank's e-
payment services. A month prior, in July,
another state-run bank's offshore
account was breached in a cyber attack;
however, the money trail was traced and
the movement of funds was blocked.
Separately, software viruses were also
found in three personal computers at the
Bombay Stock Exchange, which were
then identified, separated, and
quarantined immediately. 

The RBI had already, earlier this year,
instructed banks to upgrade their debit
cards into chip-based EMV cards, which
have added layers of security. The RBI
also had issued instructions on a cyber
security framework to be implemented
in banks, which required banks to have a
board-approved cyber security
policy.While most banks have insisted on
the fact that there has not been any
reported financial loss from the recent
attacks, cyber security experts believe
that the level of preparedness for cyber

crime in India is still basic and
companies need to improve their
response and detection capabilities. A
recent survey by Assocham and PwC
found that frauds in the financial sector
caused $20 billion in direct losses,
annually.Banks need to assess their own
readiness to mount a real cyber defence
and incident response to cyber attacks.
The only option banks have is to mitigate
the effects of cyber attacks as there is no
full proof solution to stop such attacks. 

Recommendations
In respect to the current data breach,
banks have instructed consumers to use
ATMs associated only with their banks.
With the emphasis now on reducing the
reliance on cash, we will see a spurt in
digital transactions in 2017. The
following precautions taken by
individual users will help protect them
from fraudsters:
• Always keep the PIN number secure
and regularly change your PIN. 
• Activate SMS alert for your debit card
transactions and also regularly check
your SMS alerts and bank statements for
any unusual transactions. 
• Ensure bank has your current mobile
number so as to get alerts for
transactions.
• Always be alert for any strangers around
the ATM.
• Check for any visible additional devices
attached to the ATM.
• Inform the bank immediately in case
the debit card is lost or stolen, or if an
unknown transaction is made on the
card.
• Do not write the PIN number on the
card or disclose it to anyone.
• Recommended not to use public WiFi
for financial transactions.
• Do not take help from strangers or let
anyone else handle your card.
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With the era of
t e c h n o l o g y
diffusing in our lives
like sugar in water,
the women of our
times are on an
i n t e r e s t i n g
threshold. On the
one side lies the

plethora of opportunities that internet
opens for us and on the other lies the
over dependence on it and lesser
dependence on our own selves. With the
arrival of mobile technology and social
media the scenario has become even
more interesting. Information is right at
our fingers and the women are making
full use of it. Gone are the days when a
damsel in distress would wait for her
prince charming to arrive and save her,
now a tap on the safety app in the
damsel's phone would bring the entire
police department to her rescue. But is
this quick fix a real solution to women’s
woes? Are the many safety apps in our
phones actually going to be of any use
during emergencies? Or do we need to
depend on our own presence of mind
and training of bodies? Technology is
certainly a help, but it is but a part of the
solution. This rapid advancement in
technology is complemented with
increase in the crimes against women. A
holistic solution is to be aware, alert and
prepared in all forms, in all ways, for all
situations.

Safety at your fingertips
Well, to bring safety at our fingertips,
legislative measures are increasingly
being sought to ensure the safety of
women where technology is facilitating

the process. The issues of safety of
women and other vulnerable sections of
society are engaging the attention of the
police and agencies concerned in and
outside the government. It is being
increasingly felt, especially, post the
“Nirbhaya” rape case of 2012, that there is
a need for innovative ideas to tackle these
issues and that effective use of
technology can go a long way in ensuring
safety. A number of safety applications
have entered Indian markets. Some of
them have survived while others have
grown redundant over time. With
technological development, newer
applications keep entering the market,
claiming to have features better than the
previous ones.

The utilisation of technology for
supporting women's security is
important. Today, applications would not
assume a fundamental role in security,
but rather its consistent use and standard
upgrade according to the need and
mindfulness about security will help to
give technological solutions. In a survey
conducted by MitKat of women safety
applications available in the market, we
came across various criteria which are
important to be considered while
judging/downloading an application in
terms of its reliability and availability. In
the wake of rising crime against women,
many startups have taken the initiative to
introduce products in the form of
applications, which will ensure safety for
women. VithU, Raksha, BSafe, Pukar,
SafetyPin are some examples.

For improving women's safety in
India we need to focus on four things:
Priority 1: A mechanism to deter or avoid
any danger to them.

Priority 2: A mechanism to help them
defend themselves.
Priority 3: A mechanism to reach out for
help.
Priority 4: A mechanism to help identify
and incarcerate the predators.

What do we have? / what's
available?
• There are applications like EYE WATCH,

B Safe, VithU, which provide features
like SOS activation, and location
sharing.

• Applications like Nirbhaya notify the
police and have group tracking.

• Then there are applications with special
features of video/audio record, scream
alert/alarm clicking crime photos,
recognise shouting and crying as
distress and emergency directory.

• A few of them like EYE WATCH, even
work without Internet.

• There are apps which mark safe/ unsafe
zones, signals women safety secured.

• There are smart devices concealed in
the form of bracelets, watches, key
chains, and pendants etc which alert
the emergency contacts in the face of
threat.

What are the problems with such
devices/ applications?
• Many special devices are primarily

western and most of them have not
reached India yet.

• Another issue is the high cost of
manufacturing these devices.

• To make applications efficient, they
would require GPRS services which
might not be feasible.

• Applications get hanged, which lowers
down the response time.

TECHNOLOGY AND
WOMEN’S SAFETY

Mumal Rathore
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• These applications consume too much
of battery power.

• Most of the applications available in the
market do not work without the
Internet or mobile network. This is
exactly where the government needs to
step in and try and mitigate cost and
infrastructure issues for the
corporations working in this direction

Analysis
Study of the currently available solutions
revealed that somehow smartphone
safety apps are not considered the best
solution by the masses. There is a need to
think the problem through, keeping in
mind the infrastructure present in India.
We are looking to work on a new cutting
edge technology that could potentially
solve the shortcomings in the current
existing solution. Hence, there is a need
to understand how to design the solution
so that it will have the maximum impact.
The efficiency of technology in
guaranteeing women's safety is
questionable. As of now, no large scale
success has been produced by them to
show us that they have proven to be
successful in averting danger.

The problem with apps is that they
tend to be clumsy. The woman has to
open her phone, unlock it, open the app
and then press a button. Also, most of the
times, the perpetrators usually go for the
phone first. The need is to develop
independent devices like safety bands,
rings, key rings etc that can be carried
around in disguise and used faster, and
which will allow the women to send
emergency messages with their location
in times of distress. 

It is important to note that the enlisted
emergency contact may not be in a
position to help the victim at the time of
the attack. Most attacks happen to
unsuspecting victims and the attacker
has the advantage of surprise, barring the
victim a chance to even use the device.
For technology to be truly helpful in
ensuring women's safety, it needs to be
available to all. It should be subsidised
and made compulsory in high
school/college. These technology
measures have an exclusive target of

urban elite women who can afford such
expensive devices and will have the
knowledge of its use. The reach of
technology is extremely narrow in order
to make women safer. The rural and the
small town women are completely
alienated from it. Adequate training
should be given to women on how to
make the maximum use of technology
for their safety. These devices must come
with geo-trackers and a direct police
helpline, specifically set up for this and
linked to a hospital.

In addition, there is a need for a
government-run website, listing all
criminals with a record. It makes it easy
to identify the perpetrators and also
helps in certain ways, by deterring such
behaviour in others. Public shaming is a
really powerful tool. A large majority of
the incidents like eve-teasing, following
someone, lewd talk, and inappropriate
touching are done by people who are not
hardened criminals but uneducated/
less-educated, sex-starved men who
know it is highly unlikely that there will
be any repercussions. However, the same
individuals, once made aware that they
are being watched, will back off. 

Conclusion
At most, technology can only be a
facilitator to ensure the safety of women.
It cannot be a fool-proof solution as a
woman under attack may not be able to
use it. If she has been restrained by her
assaulters, her nails and teeth are the first
weapons. Devices, based on technology,
can mainly act as a deterrent. The use of
technology has to be supplemented by
basic self-defenceand safety awareness
training, which will give the victim a
buffer time to use the device in case of a
surprise attack. In addition, work places
and police stations must be made
women friendly so that women are free
to approach the law enforcement in case
of harassment and abuse. There is a need
to not just look for smart gadgets and
devices that come handy for women but
something out-of-the box solutions and
innovative applications that can be
embedded in the mobile phones of the
person in trouble.

A student of International Studies
pursuing her Masters degree from Christ

University, Bangalore, Mumal Rathore
was an intern with MitKat Advisory

Services' Information Services
Department.
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Critical
Infrastructure
C r i t i c a l
Infrastructures are
usually divided
into physical and
socio-economic
i n f r a s t r u c t u r e

systems. Physical Critical Infrastructure
encompasses all basic services such as
electricity and water supply, waste
(water) management, transport or
information and telecommunication
technologies. Socio-economic
infrastructures instead include facilities
such as hospitals and schools but also
public administration.

Today's base industrial trend is to
build “lean” and operate “agile” and
many functions are programmed to be
'just in time'; this often entails increasing
the dependency on a single
infrastructure unit. A simple example

would be the shift to building bridges
that can accommodate both rail and
road – Sydney Harbor bridge, Afghan-
Uzbek friendship bridge and the
Godavari Bridge are just a few examples.
An infrastructure is “critical” when the
services it provides are vital to the nation
at large. Today's inter related
manufacturing and social scenario has
led to a growth in the list of critical
infrastructure to accommodate the
chemical sector, transportation, the
defence industrial base, information and
telecommunications, banking and
finance, agriculture, food, water, public
heath, government services, emergency
services, and postal and shipping.

Aspects of Critical Infrastructure
Failure in India
The threat of catastrophic terrorism has
created a new relationship between
national security and routine business

decisions in private firms providing
infrastructure services. The never-ending
race for economy of scale and of scope
that guarantees better results also leads
to reduced redundancy, concentrated
assets, and centralised control points. An
increased dependence on a single point
of infrastructure also tends to multiply
failure after-effects.

The Indian perspective is unique as
there are three major challenges to
critical infrastructure failure – security
breakdown, which involves anything
from terror attacks to corporate
sabotage; natural calamities and
structural failure as well as geo political
unrest.

Security Breakdown
A security break down would include an
array of aspects such as vandalism, break
ins and extremist attacks. If these events
take place at a manufacturing unit, the
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after effects are localised. However, on a
critical infrastructure unit – the effects
are multiple.
Case Study: A band of saboteurs that
calls itself the “Niger Delta Avengers” has
left the economy in shreds, thanks to a
four-month long string of operations
targeting oil pipelines. They achieved this
by bombings and diving underwater to
disrupt vital valves and pressure circuits.
The resultant disruptions which
included pipelines owned by Royal
Dutch Shell and Eni Spa resulted in
Nigeria’s economy contracting by 0.36%
and losing it's top oil producing and
distribution ranking in Africa to Angola.

In an Indian scenario, Gammon India
is building pipelines for Indian Oil
Corporation, Gujarat State Petronet and
GAIL in Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat, Bihar and
Orissa. Many of these pipelines are
passing through historic high risk areas
such as Saharanpur in Uttar Pradesh and
Barauni in Bihar, where risk mitigation
infrastructure is lower than the national
average and sabotage related incidents
are higher. Similar attacks could see
losses of large amounts along with
disruption in supplies.

IoT (Internet of Things) platforms for
securing such vital platforms can include
a multitude of sensors. However, sensors
detecting a breach is not the only
solution. Integrating these inputs with
situational awareness (quick
dissemination of breach information to
various departments miles away),
predictive analysis (use geo political
inputs along with historic data) and
situational intelligence (understand real
time data and execute SOP's to prevent
chain reactions) platforms can help
mitigate risks in a stream lined manner
internally and externally.

Structural Failure: A Railway Outlook
The Indore Patna train accident in
Kanpur that took the lives of 150
passengers is still fresh in the minds of
Indians and the global community. The
official cause for the accident is said to be
a rail fracture. However, in the recent past
the railway ministry has increased the
speed of passenger trains by 5km/hour

and commissioned heavier 25-tonne axle
load wagons on freight routes, this on
existing railway infrastructure.

IoT platforms have already been
successfully implemented in railway
projects in countries such as Japan and
the UK. Japan has seen tremendous
success in railway line integrity despite
being in one of the most active seismic
zones of the world and trains reaching
speeds of over 250 km/hour. The Indian
Journal of Science and Technology has
also released a white paper and the
results of basic experiments conducted
on the implementation of “IoT based
Railway Calamity Avoidance System”
using cloud computing technology and
cost effective implementation devices to
comprehensively track the railway line
status over long distances and more
importantly “linking track statuses to the
signalling network” using Wi-Fi and
mobile networks to disseminate the
information to all stakeholders.

A wide spread implementation of
such systems will go a long way in
ensuring a higher level of safety and
goods continuity

Key Prospective Geopolitical locations
for implementing IoT applications
towards securing Critical Infrastructure

The recent Maoist attacks in
Gadchiroli during which over 70 vehicles
of a mining firm were set ablaze resulting
in a complete shut-down of operations.
The lack of physical security in large
swaths of area could be addressed by IoT
sensors and allied communication
alerting mechanisms. States such as
Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Orissa,
Assam etc. that have critical
infrastructure projects lined up such as
dams, high power transmission grids,
power plants etc. in conflict regions will
benefit from IoT security applications to
a large scale. China has already taken
steps to use IoT in securing their power
grid in remote and geo-political risk
zones.

IoT, a double – edged weapon?
Critics may also argue and rightly so –
that IoT applications have a flip side and
can dramatically increase critical

infrastructure vulnerability. India has
seen a host of cyber-attacks carried out
by China and Pakistan. Broadcast of data
from various access points on to the
internet protocol has risks that can be
exploited in a destructive manner. One of
the scarier aspects of this problem is the
ease with which hackers, using a search
engine called "Shodan," can find
unprotected critical infrastructure in the
IoT. Shodan is just like Google, only it
crawls the Internet looking for devices
instead of websites. 

According to a survey taken by several
Security heads across India, an IoT
platform poses more of a risk due to
security threats such as Distributed
Denial of Service attacks (DDoS) and
data privacy issues. However these risks
are more profound in a cyber security
framework and has profound
implications in financial institutions or
commercial technology oriented
industries.

Guidelines for Implementing security
of Physical Critical Infrastructure
through IoT 

The key aspects to implementing IoT
in securing critical infrastructure are:
• Identifying the scenarios that lead to a

security breach.
• Identify the worst-case scenario that

can happen due to the security breach.
• Identify departments that play a

primary role in failure recovery and
activation of redundancy procedures.

• Adopt sensors that can be integrated to
a closed IP connection.

• Integrate predictive analysis of
infrastructure breakdown using critical
data points from sensors.

• Distribution of critical threshold data to
all organisational stakeholders

The applications of IoT within the
security of critical infrastructure are wide
ranging. As India is witnessing a threat on
multiple fronts securing physical critical
infrastructure from communal violence,
terrorism and insurgency will remain a
critical challenge.

Malcolm Cooper is an Analyst at
MitKat's Information Services Team.
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Introduction
On November 8th,
Prime Minister
Narendra Modi
announced the
demonetisation of
existing currency
notes of Rs 500

and Rs 1,000. The declaration was
immediately followed by panic, chaos,
and excitement in the country. In the
recent years, there seems to be no
precedent globally of a country
attempting such a measure. Currency in
circulation accounts for 14 percent of
the GDP in India, whereas in most other
large economies it is less than 5 percent
of the GDP. The Rs 500 and Rs 1,000
notes which have ceased to be legal
tender comprised nearly 86 percent of
the notes in circulation. The increase in
the circulation of these notes in the past
five years has been disproportionate to
the economy's growth. The reason
advanced by the government for this
measure is to fight counterfeit currency
and provide a stable formal economy by
curtailing tax evasion. The efficacy of
this move will depend upon the extent
to which black money is held in the
form of high-value currency notes of
the specified denomination.

The only other time in India's
economic history when a
demonetisation measure was taken up
was in 1978 by the Morarji Desai
government. In 1978, the government
had decided to scrap Rs. 1,000, Rs 5,000
and Rs 10,000 denomination notes. The
overall impact of this measure in the
ordinary lives of the citizens then was
negligible because the scrapped

currency only comprised 1.8 percent of
the total money in circulation.

The distress for the common
people
Since the announcement was made,
there have been reports of cash
shortage, long queues outside ATMs,
and hardships due to inability to buy
daily items. For most supply chains that
deal with perishable and lower value
goods, the disruption is likely to last
longer than the time taken to normalise
the currency availability. Over a
hundred deaths have been attributed to
demonetisation, till the end of
December, though it is not entirely
certain whether the deaths that took
place had a direct co-relation to the
demonetisation exercise. As per media
reports, some of the deaths occurred
due to exhaustion after standing for
hours in long queues, but as very few of
these deaths actually occurred while
standing in queues, the authenticity is
not confirmed.

Demonetisation is expected to
adversely affect those sectors which
have linkages to the unorganised
economy. The market for consumer
durables and non-durables is also likely
to be affected in the short and medium
term as large denomination purchases
could be made online rather than
through brick and mortar outlets. As
per several economic experts, in the
short-term there will be a negative
impact in cash-intensive sectors such
as  real estate, construction, and
discretionary household consumption.
As for its political implications,
opposition parties, will use this

opportunity to attack the government.
On November 28th, opposition parties,
held a 'protest day' across the country
to highlight the distress faced by the
common man due to the
demonetisation move.

It is also predicted that if not
managed well, this measure could also
lead to an artificial recession in the
economy. Even civic bodies in some
cities like the BEST buses in Mumbai, a,
vital mode of public transport for lakhs
of commuters daily, had refused to
accept Rs  500 and Rs  1000 notes.

ATMs across the country have also
repeatedly failed to meet the high
demand for currency. ATM machines in
most places were dispensing mostly
notes of Rs 100 denomination while
some were stocked with Rs  500 notes.
The lower denomination notes available
at the ATMs meant that they kept
running out of cash at frequent intervals.
The banks also had to recalibrate the
ATMs to dispense the new currency
notes of Rs 500 and Rs2,000, which are of
different size than the previous
currencies. The government's assurances
on cash availability and extension of
deadline for government services to
accept old currency notes for payment
did little to mitigate the situation on the
ground. In addition, there existed some
confusion for the people over the use of
old currencies in transactions for a
limited time, as the RBI had issued 27
circulars in 14 days (till November 22nd),
since the policy was announced.

The positive impact of
demonetisation
On the positive side, the measure has
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boosted transactions through payment
gateways; mobile wallets and online
retails. If properly implemented, it is
expected to send a strong signal about
India's anti-corruption drive. It could
also help to accentuate the
government's financial inclusion drive,
as more households will move towards
efficient banking and payment
infrastructure. Economists have
predicted that the bank deposits base is
expected to increase by 0.5 - 1.4 percent
of GDP. There will also be a switch from
savings of unproductive physical assets
to financial assets. NITI Aayog vice
chairman, Arvind Panagariya, stated
that demonetisation will help to lower
inflation in the country in the future.
The demonetisation drive will also help
to boost cash deposits in the Jan Dhan
accounts, of which 43 percent have
remained dormant in the last two years.

The demonetisation move quickly
caught the attention of foreign media
and several columns in leading
newspapers were dedicated towards
highlighting the move. Prime Minister
Modi's move was compared to a similar
step taken by the European Central
Bank which has discontinued the use of
500-euro notes to stop their use in illicit
activities. The plan, kept top secret until
Mr. Modi's announcement, was hailed
by financial analysts as bold and,
potentially, transformational for India.
If the reforms work, in theory it could
broaden the government's tax base. The
sale of Indian bonds, which are highly
popular among emerging-market
investors, have increased since the
announcement.The International
Monetary Fund (IMF) spokesman Gerry
Rice said that the institution supports
the measures to fight corruption and

illicit financial flows in India.

Conclusion 
In terms of addressing the black money
issue, demonetisation will be
ineffective if it is a one stop solution. It
must be backed by monitoring and
investigation by the Income Tax
departments and the law enforcement
agencies. For now, the short-term
hardships caused by this policy seems
to overshadow the proposed long-term
impacts.

Arpita is an Analyst at MitKat's
Information Services Team. Before

joining MitKat she worked as a
Research Assistant at IIM, Bangalore.

She completed her M.A. in
International Relations from the Jindal

School of International Affairs.
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The announcement
in mid December
that Lt Gen. Bipin
Rawat would be the
next Army Chief
when the present
i n c u m b e n t
superannuated on

31 December, became an immediate
talking point across the country, as two
officers senior to Gen. Rawat were
overlooked for the post, thus giving a go
by to the principle of seniority. Though
seniority has generally been followed
while selecting the Chief, it has not
always been the case. In 1957, Gen.
Thimayya was selected for the top job in
the Army, superseding Lt Gen. Sant
Singh, who resigned, as well as Lt Gen.
Kalwant Singh, who decided to
continue. In 1983, Lt Gen. S.K. Sinha, the
senior most officer, was overlooked for
the post and Gen. Arun Vaidya was
appointed to head the Army. So
precedence exists for overlooking the
seniority factor, though in all other
cases, the government of the day has
appointed the Chief based on seniority.

Operational Experience
What factors need to be considered?
Does the Army Chief need operational
experience at every level? General
George Marshall remains, after George
Washington, the most respected soldier
in American history. Yet he never held
command of troops in battle, the
customary path to greatness for a
military leader. Field Marshal Sam
Manekshaw, a Military Cross winner in
Burma, took no active part in the  48 war
with Pakistan, the 62 war with China and

the 1965 Indo-Pak War. That did not stop
him from orchestrating brilliantly the
1971 Indo-Pak war as Chief.

Field Marshal Erwin Rommel- a
typical infantry officer, became a
brilliant Panzer leader following
auftragstaktik. Similarly, Field Marshal
Heinz Guderian- a Signals Officers,
became one of  the founders of
Blitzkrieg. One of the most illustrious
soldiers the Indian Army has produced,
was the Victoria Cross winner Lt Gen.
Prem Singh Bhagat. He was a Sapper
(Corps of Engineer) officer. By the
criterion cited today, he would not have
gone anywhere. Gen. B.C. Joshi, one of
the most dynamic Chiefs we ever had,
was from the Armoured Corps. His
unfortunate demise while in Service cut
short his tenure, but what he achieved
during his short tenure as Chief, in
terms of Army Educational Institutes,
Rashtriya Rifles etc., remains as
milestones for all latter day Chiefs to
come.

It is hence a no brainer, that while
experience in Counter Insurgency/
Counter Terrorism Operations (CI/CT
Ops) is important, it cannot by itself be a
deciding factor in selection of a Chief.
Officers serve where they are sent and
all officers do not serve in all types of
environments. That is why the
reasoning given by the Ministry of
Defence that Gen. Rawat was selected as
Chief based on his experience in CI/CT
ops, lacks logic. The Eastern Command
which Gen. Bakshi heads looks after the
China border as well as insurgency in
India’s North east. China is India’s major
adversary, making the Eastern Army
Commander a very important cog in the

wheel. Under his watch, the strikes
against terrorist camps located in
Myanmar were successfully carried out,
so in any event, the argument of
superseding the Eastern Army
Commander based on operational
experience rings hollow. Does the lack
of experience in plains and desert sector
for conventional operations make Gen.
Bipin Rawat less suitable as Army Chief?
These are all untenable arguments. The
job of the Army Chief remains at the
strategic level and has little to do with
tactical level operations. In any case, the
Eastern Army Commander had
adequate exposure to CI/CT ops, is his
various stints in Delta Force, Chief of
Staff, HQ Northern Command and his
current appointment as C-in-C of the
Eastern Army.

Selection System in the Army
There is cause for concern in the
selection system for promotion of
Indian Army Officers. to senior ranks.
War, off course is the acid test of military
leadership. In the 1965 Indo Pak War, Lt
Gen. Harbaksh Singh removed two of
his frontline divisional commanders
during the war. Out of 24 brigades
committed in battle, ten brigade
commanders were sacked for
incompetence in battle. Of the
remaining, only four earned command
of a division. Out of 11 divisional
commanders committed in battle in
1965, only three became corps
commanders. In Kargil, performance of
GOC, 3 Infantry Division came under
scanner and GOC 15 Corps did not
exactly cover himself with glory. So, is
something wrong in the Army selection
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system?
Parochialism within the Arms and

Services is an issue which needs to be
addressed. The Regiment of Artillery is
the largest arm after Infantry. Yet, from
78 to 81 batch Artillery officers, only one
was approved for command of a corps.
On the flip side, artillery officers got an
advantage when the Chief was from that
Arm. This augurs poorly for a
professional army. Merit must be the
sole criteria for promotion to the top
ranks and not the colour of the lanyard
one wears.

Talent Management is another area
of concern. Increasing use of technology
in warfare requires tech savvy human
resources. How to recruit, train, retain
and look after their career interest is a
complex issue. These human resources
are in short supply and get much better
remunerations outside. There also
needs to be greater clarity on how we
select an officer for a particular
formation. When an officer is selected
for say, two star rank, the difference in
quantified merit is in decimal places.
How do we select, say GOC of 19 and 20
Division.

Equal opportunity should be given to
everybody. In the present system, a
younger age profile carries a distinct
advantage, regardless of merit. While
there is no doubt that  selection of Chief
is the prerogative of the Government of
the day, merit too must be factored in
the equation. The Chief is appointed
from amongst the Army Commanders.
These in turn are made not on merit, but
on the age profile. Should such a system
be allowed to carry on, or is a review
here in order?

While the selection and appointment
of Army Chief is the prerogative of the
Government, there are equally valid
reasons to keep seniority as an
important criterion for selection. There
are only two cases where this seniority
condition was overruled. There are rules
and there are conventions or traditions.
Though the rules are there but when you
break a well established tradition in the
selection of a very sensitive and critical
post of Army Chief, there has to be some

sound well grounded reasons to do that.
In other countries also, the same

procedure is followed. It is the
Government of the day which appoints
the top post. The most powerful
Secretary of Defence after Robert
McNamara, Donald Rumsfeld in 2003
appointed Gen. Peter J. Schoomaker,
who retired from the U.S. Army in
2000.However, one has to be careful
while appointing Chief of Indian Army. 

The challenge lies in evaluating merit
and in bringing objectivity to the
evaluation. Is such objectivity possible
when both the Prime Minister and his
Minister of Defence have limited
interaction with the contenders for the
top post? The system and processes for
such selection have to be in place before
the Government starts taking such
decision. Otherwise a very unhealthy
process of senior officers cozying up to
political parties in power or the vice
versa can happen, which could impact
on the apolitical nature of the Army.

We can look at the systems followed
by other countries. For example in USA,
Chiefs and senior officers are grilled by
Senate Committees/ Congress before
their appointment is confirmed. Even
Secretary of Defense, when nominated
are asked tough questions by the Armed
Services Senate Committee. Prospective
officers in contention may be asked to
give presentations to the Prime Minister
about their future plans as Chief. Lt
Gen. H.S. Panag in his article, ‘The COAS
Controversy Shows Need For Reform In
Army’ has laid down certain
competency requirements and
qualification for the post of the Chief.

Cost Benefit Analysis
A cost benefit analysis of the decision of
the present government to appoint Lt
Gen. Bipin Rawat as Army Chief brings
forth the following:
• Lt Gen. Praveen Bakshi’s career profile

was well rounded and ideal for Army
Chief. As the senior most officer in
contention, had he been made the
Chief, there would have been no
controversy.

• There is little to differentiate between

the top six to seven officers considered
for the post. What has the Government
gained by this appointment?

• The reasons given out unofficially by
MoD sources on conditions of
anonymity and also some defence
experts for abrogating the seniority
principle have little merit. In the
present case, it is hard to justify the
decision to supersede two officers for
the post of Army Chief.

Conclusion
There is a need for uniform policies in
promotion to higher ranks. Many laid
down policies continue to be flouted with
impunity, such as appointments to the
post of Principal Staff Officers or critical
posts such as the Director General of
Military Operations. This must cease, or
the policies must be changed.

The Raksha Mantri must step in to
correct anomalies in the present system.
Every appointment/posting in the
senior ranks get stamp of approval from
the Ministry. When there is so much
competition for three star rank, how
does one explain the fact that for long
periods of time, about 15 posts of three
star rank have remained vacant.

Selective leaks from Ministry of
Defence on conditions of anonymity
must stop. If some statement has to be
made, it should be made publicly by a
responsible officer. Ease of doing
business is being quoted as a possible
reason for this decision. Ease of doing
business by whom? It must be clarified
whether it is by bureaucrats or
politicians.

Maj Gen. PK Mallick, VSM is from
Corps of Signals, specialises in Cyber,

Signals Intelligence and Electronic
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and  
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ne.com for benefit of people interested
in strategic issues.
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The announcement
by the Government
of the successor to
Gen. Dalbir Suhag
as the next Army
Chief has evoked
w i d e s p r e a d
comments, not just

from the service community, both
serving and retired but from politicians,
journalists and just about everybody
who is in a position to express an
opinion. The cause célèbre for such
interest in the appointment is that Lt
Gen. Bipin Rawat was chosen over two
of his senior colleagues, Lt Gen.Praveen
Bakshi and Lt Gen. P.M. Hariz. Some
comments have been in bad taste, some
show distinct prejudice and a large
number show ignorance on matters
military to include civil military
relations, procedure for the selection of
a service chief et al.

A view peddled by some senior
veterans was that Gen. Rawat was
chosen because he had more
experience in counter terrorism
operations as applicable to J&K and
thus was the ideal choice to head the
Army. This was also the view given out
by unnamed sources within the
Ministry of Defence. The presumption,
though unstated, was that the Chief has
a hands on role in combatting
insurgency and terrorism and hence
the August office had to have an
incumbent who was master of the
game. This is perhaps the most
damaging statement that could
emanate from people who should know
better. Forwarding such logic in effect
reduces the office of the COAS to a
tactical appointment, required to take

on a bunch of terrorists in J&K. In the
process, the office of the Army
Commander, Northern Command and
the rank and file of the entire Northern
Army, was belittled. 

The Chief is chosen from amongst
the six senior most Army Commanders/
Vice Chief. So far, so good. Now let us
see how an officer is selected to the post
of Army Commander. It may come as a
surprise to many that no criteria exists
for appointment of a Lieutenant
General to the post of Army
Commander. Once a Major General
ranked officer is approved for the rank
of Lieutenant General, then in course of
time he will become an Army
Commander or even the Chief, if age
and seniority are in his favour. This is a
serious anomaly in our selection
system. It presumes that all officers of
Major General rank, once approved for
promotion, are fit to be the Chief. 

While the Government of the day
makes a show of selecting the Chief, the
procedure for selecting Army
Commanders has no such criteria. Yet,
it is from the Army Commanders that
the Chief will be selected. The senior
most Lieutenant General is made an
Army Commander, should he be from
the General Cadre and should he have a
residual of two years service before
superannuation. This is to ensure that
an Army Commander has a minimum
tenure of two years, but that figure by
itself is arbitrary. At this point, it is
surprising that not an eyebrow is raised
to question the appointment. At the
level of Brigade, Division and Corps,
most commanders get just about a year
in command. Then why a two year
period for Army Commander’s, begs the

question.
We also have no criteria to select

corps commanders. The corps falling
vacant falls automatically on the lap of
the senior most Major General of the
Army from the General Cadre due for
promotion. While adherence to
seniority by itself cannot be the sole
determinant of higher rank, giving
puerile explanations muddy the waters
and have potentially very serious
adverse consequences.

Many political parties and some
veterans too have expressed the fear
that disregarding seniority will
politicise the Army. This view is
laughable, but as it emanates from
senior veterans and reputed political
leaders, must be put through the
grinder. As of now, the key determinant
as to who will become an Army
Commander and later the Chief, is
based on one’s date of birth and the fact
that the choice is restricted to officers
from the General Cadre only. The
criticality here is clearing the board for
Maj. Gen. for promotion to the rank of
Lt Gen. Thereafter, the date of birth
takes over. There is an underlying
assumption here that if an officer has
commanded a division successfully and
is found fit to be promoted to the next
rank, then he has the requisite expertise
to become an Army Commander,
should he be the senior most in line and
has two years of residual service when
his turn comes for assuming the
appointment. Thereafter, the senior
most incumbent amongst the Army
Commander’s/ Vice Chief, will take over
as the Chief when the Chief
superannuates. This procedure neither
throws up the best person to head the
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various commands nor the best person
to head the Army. Nothing prevents
officers of the rank of Brigadier and
above seeking political favours to get on
to the select list of officers approved for
promotion. The Boards are approved by
the Raksha Mantri and it is not
unknown that political interference has
taken place in the past wherein some
officers were promoted on grounds that
had little to do with merit. That has not
politicised the Army. At a more
insidious level, there have been
instances of some unscrupulous
officers deliberately sabotaging the
promotion prospects of a colleague at
the level of Brigadier/ Major General
itself, who were competitors for higher
rank and who, by virtue of their
seniority would have pipped them to
the post. To presume that the Army will
get politicised now, merely because
seniority has been overlooked is
belittling, both to the officers of the
Armed Forces as well as the political
leadership.

Selection of the Chief is done by a
Committee headed by the Prime
Minister itself. Basing selection on
seniority would not require a high
powered committee to look into the
matter to approve the appointment. We
have a high powered committee
because the Prime Minister and his
Defence Minister must assess who is
the ideal commander to lead the Army
and deal with the multifarious
challenges that the nation is confronted
with or is likely to confront. These
transcend merely the operational
aspects and delve into multifarious
aspects dealing with equipping of the
force, its state of morale, civil military
relations, and a host of other factors. It
has a great deal to do with the
confidence the Prime Minister has in
his Chief to deliver on what he wants
done. That is the norm the world over,
in all democracies. That is the principle
of political control over the military.
That is also why, in 1948, Lord Attlee,
the then British Prime Minister made
Gen. Sir William Slim the CIGS, to take
over from Field Marshal Montgomery.

Slim had retired, but Attlee overcame
that hurdle by making him a 
Field Marshal and then appointing him
CIGS.

In the Indian scenario, it has been
argued that both the Prime Minister
and the Defence Minister, especially in
peace time, may not have had a detailed
interaction with all the Army
Commanders to enable a reasoned
decision to be made as to who should
head the Army. That may be true, but by
itself is not a liability. Both the PM and
the RM have access to information with

respect to their Army Commanders.
From there on, a detailed interaction is
not required. In any case, the PM meets
all the Commanders at least twice a
year and both he and the RM would
know what they are looking for in their
next Chief. It is a matter of gut
perception - it cannot be mathematical.
If the choice is wrong, there will be a
political price to pay as happened in
1962. If the choice is right, there will be
political dividends as in 1971. In the
instant case, the Prime Minister has
chosen. The matter rests there.
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During the last three years, President Xi
has taken many strategic initiatives to
realise the ‘Chinese dream.’ While
attending an exhibition on “Road to
revival” in November 2012, Xi Jinping
explained what the amorphous term
‘Chinese dream’ meant to him. He said,
“Every person has ideals they pursue,
their own dreams. Right now, everyone is
discussing the Chinese dream. I think
that the realisation of the great
rejuvenation of the Chinese people is the
modern era great dream of the Chinese
people.”

A whole range of analysts have tried
to understand President Xi’s “China
Dream.” Some of them like Kim Dramer
have even discussed its impact as
China’s effort to create a new world
order. Probably, as Professor Jeffrey
Wasserstrom says, “Xi’s Chinese Dream
is protean. He associates it with different
things at different times in different
places.” But China assuming a position
of international centrality as well as

reverting to its classical traditions is
central to his visualisation of the Chinese
Dream. At the same time, President Xi
would like the Communist Party of
China (CPC) to complete “a surge to
global prominence and strength.”

Since he came to power in 2013,
President Xi has been hard selling the
gigantic One Belt One Road (OBOR)
infrastructure project to revive the
historic Silk Road link from China to Asia
and Europe. This has been on the top of
his agenda to every country he visited
since 2013, including India. Reviving the
ancient silk route from China to Europe
through Central and West Asia as the
OBOR, along with its subsidiaries to
populous South Asia is at the heart of the
project. The two South Asian projects -
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) multimodal project and the
Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar
(BCIM) economic corridor project - have
strong economic and strategic
connotations for India.The 21st Century
Maritime Silk Road (MSR), promoted as
part of the OBOR, aims at reviving the
maritime links of the 14th Century
Chinese Admiral Zheng He across Indian
Ocean Region (IOR), where India
continues to be a dominant naval power.

Apart from these influences at work,
President Xi also has been facing
enormous economic pressures to get the
OBOR functional as part of the strategy
to control the rapid erosion of China’s
economic power with the steady fall of
its double digit growth rate since 2012.
According to a Bloomberg report of 23
December 2016, President Xi seems to
be reconciled to a growth rate even less
than the benchmark average rate of 6.5

percent for five years promised by policy
makers in 2015 to build a “modestly
prosperous society” by 2020.

The OBOR-MSR initiative across
Eurasia can fulfil many of these needs
because it is valuable strategic vehicle to
achieve China’s “surge to global
prominence”. President Xi mooted the
idea of jointly building the infrastructure
initiative, for the first time while visiting
Central Asia in September 2013. Since
then, the OBOR has come to dominate
China’s foreign policy discourse.
President Xi has taken personal interest
in promoting the OBOR whichever
country he visited including India. In
2014, he pledged a sum of $40 billion to
support the initiative. As Christopher K.
Johnson observes “the OBOR is
comprehensive, focused and personal to
President Xi. As with his rapid
consolidation of political power, the
striking feature of Xi’s efforts in this area
is the speed with which he is moving to
put his own stamp on China’s foreign
affairs.”

China had been promoting the OBOR
as a development, rather than strategic,
initiative. However “there is little doubt,
that President Xi views OBOR as the
signature foreign policy theme of his
leadership tenure as the practical
embodiment of his ‘China Dream’ for
promoting national rejuvenation and
cementing the country’s place as a
leading world power.”The full text of the
“Vision and Actions on Jointly Building
Belt and Road” explains the global
strategic context of the OBOR. It says the
initiative to “jointly build” the OBOR
“embracing the trend towards a multi-
polar world, economic globalisation,

CHINA’S ONE BELT ONE
ROAD: AN ANALYSIS

Col R Hariharan

OBOR
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cultural diversity and greater IT
application, is designed to uphold the
global free trade regime and the open
world economy in the spirit of open
regional cooperation.” Thus its scope is
much more than building
transcontinental infrastructure links.
The objectives of OBOR are listed as:
• Promoting orderly and free flow of

economic factors.
• Highly efficient allocation of resources

and deep integration of markets.
• Encouraging the countries along the

Belt and Road to achieve economic
policy coordination and carry out
broader and more in-depth regional
cooperation of higher standards.

• Jointly creating an open, inclusive and
balanced regional economic
cooperation architecture that benefits
all.

Conceptually this makes the OBOR
initiative an attractive proposition for
participating countries as smoother
trans-Asia-Europe connectivity would
open up backward areas for
international investment, development
and trade. Chinese funding, made
available for the project, makes it even
more attractive. On the flip side, the
experience of some of the countries
where China had aided and carried out
projects has not been very pleasant. The
Chinese have generally been seen as
narrow and self-serving without
prioritising the overall interest of the
host nations. The experience of China’s
trade and investment strategies in some
of the countries like Myanmar and Sri
Lanka have gained notoriety due to lack
of transparency, back room deals with
politicians and vested interests to the

detriment of national economies,
increasing their debt burden and
creating environmental and political
backlash.

Despite such adverse experiences,
most of the participating nations in Asia
have welcomed the OBOR as it would
also promote people to people links to
build bridges between nations to usher
in peace, amity and prosperity.
Moreover, the OBOR could kick start
development and improve the quality of
life of the people in these countries some
of which are among the world’s poorest
nations with very low HDI.

The text avers the OBOR “a positive
endeavour to seek new models of
international cooperation and global
governance,” that would “inject new
positive energy into world peace and
development.”This has made the US and
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its Western and Asian allies suspicious of
the strategic objectives of OBOR as it has
the potential to become an important
part of China’s efforts to promote a new
world order. Their fear seems to be
justified as the OBOR would vastly
improve China’s strategic access to
promote its political, trade and
economic interests in 64 countries,
including oil-rich Central and Western
countries and populous nations of South
Asia and the Indian Ocean Region (IOR)
littorals.

The suspicions about China’s
strategic intentions have been further
reinforced by its aggressive stance to
defend its territorial claims in South
China Sea, even afterthe Permanent
Court of Arbitration rejected China’s
claims to a scattering of rocks and reefs
in the South China Sea which were
contested by Philippines.Many analysts
consider China’s increased flexing of
military muscles is due to its confidence
in the modernised PLA’s capability to
defend its strategic interests globally.
President Xi is implementing a number
of measures to modernise PLA’s
command and control structure to
improve its readiness and flexibility in
decision making, prune PLA’s flab and
recruit better educated soldiers and
officers to be able to operate jointly with
the air force, navy and missile forces in
the modern battlefield.  He has cleansed
the Augean stables of corruption among
the officer cadre to improve the PLA’s
allegiance to the CPC and improved its
grassroot linkages. Thus, PLA has greater
capacity than ever before to defend
China’s interests, not only on land, sea
and air, but also probably in space as
well. According to a March 2016  Peoples’
Daily report, China is well on track to
building modern strong army. It has
“rolled out measures to restructure the
armed forces, increased civil-military
integration and taken a zero-tolerance
stance on corruption”.

According to the U.S. Department of
Defense 2016 Annual Report to Congress
on China, as China’s global presence and
international interests grow, “its military
modernisation program has become

more focused on investments and
infrastructure to support a range of
missions beyond China’s periphery,
including power projection, sea lane
security, counter-piracy, peacekeeping,
and humanitarian assistance/disaster
relief (HA/DR).” The Report further
states efforts are on to improve PLA’s
“key capabilities that would be used in
theatre contingencies, including cruise
missiles; short, medium, and
intermediate-range ballistic missiles;
high performance aircraft; integrated air
defence networks; information
operations capabilities; and amphibious
and airborne assault units.”

So it was not surprising when China
made public its intention to build its
overseas military support facility in
Djibouti in November 2012. This
signals the shift of China’s strategic
military presence from regional to
global space as it can sustain the PLA
Navy’s operations far from home
shores. A powerful PLA operating
across the continents will become a
reality during the next decade,
enormously increasing not only China’s
strategic interests and assets but
prestige as well. Thus, the OBOR
network is poised to become a game
changer in the strategic equations
between China and other nations. In
China’s emerging strategic dynamics
OBOR has as big a strategic role to play
as its global economic assertion.

India’s Uncertainties about
China’s role in South Asia
Ever since President Xi Jinping came to
power in 2014, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has had four bilateral meetings
with him, in which the central theme
had been to build win-win relations
between the two countries. The Indian
Prime Minister himself raised the
optimistic note by coining a new term
“Inch (India and China) towards Miles
(Millennium of Exceptional Energy)” to
describe the potential of India-China
relations.Since then, they have taken a
number of measures to foster trade,
investment, strategic cooperation on
global issues and people to people

relations between the two countries.
China has also been actively involved in
various projects in India i.e., industrial
infrastructure and feasibility of high
speed railway project etc.

Joining the OBOR would be a logical
step for Prime Minister Modi to speed up
the promotion of his national vision of
“Sabka Saath Sabka Vikas”(Together
with all, Development for all) for
collective efforts for inclusive growth of
every Indian. However, after all the
bonhomie, India-China relations have
entered a period of uncertainty due to
China’s huge investment in building a
multifaceted strategic relationship with
Pakistan at a time when India was
frustrated by Pakistan’s inaction to rein
in Pakistan army-sponsored Jihadi
terrorist operating from bases in
Pakistan Occupied Kashmir (POK)
infiltrating into Jammu and Kashmir
state to carry out attacks and trigger
unrest. In a bid to safeguard India’s
interests in this worsening scene,  Prime
Minister Modi has strengthened
strategic partnerships with the U.S.,
Japan and Vietnam to protect traditional
areas of Indian influence in South Asia
and the IOR that are being eroded by
China’s increased presence. India’s
public stand in support of the freedom of
navigation in the South China Sea (SCS),
which was similar to the stand of the U.S.
and its Asia-Pacific allies, and the Indian
navy conducting the 2016 Malabar
trilateral joint naval exercises off
Japanese coast in the vicinity of SCS have
added to China’s suspicions about
India’s intentions in respect of China.

China’s frustration with India
probably explains its continued stand
against India on some key issues like the
denial of membership of the Nuclear
Supply Group and opposition to the UN
Security Council declaring Masood
Azhar, the leader of the Jaish-e-
Mohammad (JeM), a UN-listed terrorist.
China’s stand on Azhar is an
anachronism as the UN has already
listed the JeM as a terrorist group.

Chinese foreign ministry’s frequent
admonitions on Indian conduct over the
Dalai Lama and ‘gross interference’ in

OBOR
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the affairs of Arunachal Pradesh and
frequent “warnings” as well as
condescending advice from Chinese
commentators to India probably reflect
China’s overall frustration rather than
animosity with India. Despite such
periodic fulminations, both Indian and
Chinese foreign ministries have
maintained a level of equanimity in
publicly expressing their views, by and
large, to focus more on positive aspects
of the relationship between the two
countries.This would indicate further
maturing of the relationship between
the two countries to see each other’s
differing views as part of a relationship
building process. Both President Xi and
Prime Minister Modi have continued to
keep their communication links open to
avoid minor misunderstandings
snowballing into conflicts. This augurs
well for both India and China as they
need each other’s support, cooperation
and strength to further the development
agenda and avoid conflict.

However, both the CPEC and the
BCIM projects are central to China’s
South Asia agenda. Both projects have
their own implications for India in the
emerging dynamics of South Asia.
President Xi invited India to speed up
the OBOR when he met the Indian Prime
Minister for the first time on the
sidelines of 6th BRICS summit at
Fontaleza, Brazil in July 2014. He wanted
India to speed up building the BCIM
which would link up Kolkata with
Kunming in Yunnan. Since then he has
continued to maintain the same refrain
on the project. He saw it as a part of the
regional consensus to step up economic
integration in the region while speaking
at the recent BRICS summit in India.

Though India had been an active
participant in the deliberations on the
BCIM corridor project it seems to have
reservations about the project. The
project passes through an
environmental and geo-strategically
sensitive region involving five countries
which have their own internal issues
complications that could vitiate the full
success of the project. These have the
potential to go beyond control of both

India and China particularly when there
is a frustrating lack of a transparent
process in place. Moreover, the waters of
India-China relations have been turned
murky by the CPEC infrastructure
project promoted by China in Pakistan
in utter disregard to India’s strong
objection to it as it passes through PoK
under Pakistan’s illegal occupation. This
has probably made India cautious in
dealing with China.

In conclusion, we can expect China
along with Russia and some of the
regional powers challenging the
European-US combine, already
struggling to retain their ability to dictate
terms of global conduct. In this eye-ball
to eye-ball confrontation between the
two power-centres, India has a crucial
role as a major Asian power bordering

China with rapidly growing economic
and military clout. Its huge under-
serviced markets and influence across
Asia has the potential to make the OBOR
a profitable proposition to China.

Though both President Xi and Prime
Minister Modi are trying to set aside
their age-old animosities and build a
win-win relationship, China’s strategic
sallies with India’s neighbours and
building strategic bonding including
promotion of the CPEC infrastructure
project with Pakistan has made India
suspicious of China’s intentions in South
Asia. Similarly, China’s suspicion about
India’s strategic intent regarding China
has been tweaked by India’s growing
bonhomie and strategic relationship
with the U.S., Japan and Vietnam.
However, China needs India’s
participation to make the OBOR an

economic reality just as it needs India to
take active part in its effort to promote a
new world order to break Western hold.

China also needs India’s under-
serviced market to further its investment
and trade interests while India needs
Chinese investment and entry into
Chinese markets to fulfil its
development goals faster. So India-
China relations have entered a transitory
stage under the leadership of Prime
Minister Modi and President Xi; much
would depend upon how the two
charismatic leaders overcome their
mutual suspicions and take forward the
relationship.

For this to happen, the two nations
should focus on each others’ strengths
rather than weaknesses. Confidence
building measures between them is

going to be a difficult process with the
entry of China in Pakistan in a big way as
it gives an undue strategic advantage to
both countries in their relation with
India. Ideally, China could use its clout
with Pakistan to give a positive turn to its
relationship with India. As this is unlikely
to happen, the India-China relation is
likely to continue to be subjected to
mutual suspicious, buffeted by global
power realignments. India’s active
participation in OBOR is hence likely to
be limited to the BCIM corridor project.

Col R. Hariharan, a former MI officer,
served as the head of intelligence of the

Indian Peace Keeping Force (IPKF),
from 1987 to 90. A longer version of this
article is available at Chennai Centre for
China Studies C3S Paper No 0001/ 2017

http:/ / www.c3sindia.org/ india/ 5910.

CHINA’S FRUSTRATION WITH INDIA PROBABLY EXPLAINS ITS
CONTINUED STAND AGAINST INDIA ON SOME KEY ISSUES LIKE THE
DENIAL OF MEMBERSHIP OF THE NUCLEAR SUPPLY GROUP AND
OPPOSITION TO THE UN SECURITY COUNCIL DECLARING MASOOD
AZHAR, THE LEADER OF THE JAISH-E-MOHAMMAD (JEM), A 
UN-LISTED TERRORIST. CHINA’S STAND ON AZHAR IS AN
ANACHRONISM AS THE UN HAS ALREADY LISTED THE JEM AS A
TERRORIST GROUP.
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Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL),
India’s leading aerospace and defence
major has made noteworthy progress in
all areas over the years, thus setting the
stage for yet another eventful year 2017.

Moving into Regional
Connectivity
HAL is now further diversifying into
production of passenger aircrafts, to
further shape the Government’s
Regional Connectivity Scheme, under
the ‘Make in India’ programme. Paving
the way for HALto further diversify, the
Minister of State for Civil Aviation, Shri
Jayant Sinha inaugurated structural
assembly of HAL-Do-228 (civil variant)
at Kanpur on December 10, 2016. HAL-
Do-228 (civil variant) will play a lead
role in providing the nation an
affordable and sustainable air travel
that connects tier-2 cities. This augurs
well for the health and growth of the
civil aviation sector in India and will
also give a big boost to air travel within
the country. A sum of Rs 100 crore has
been sanctioned by the HAL Board to
further shape Government’s Regional
Connectivity Scheme under the ‘Make
in India’ program. The Do-228-201
upgraded version, a 19-seater
commuter aircraft is currently being
manufactured at Transport Aircraft

Division (TAD) Kanpur. HAL has
already begun manufacturing two civil
demonstrator aircraft.

Light Utility Helicopter (LUH)
In a significant development, HAL
successfully conducted the first

A PEEP INTO HAL
INDIA’S DPSU’S

JAGUAR

LIGHT UTILITY HELICOPTER

DORNIER
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technical flight of its indigenous Light
Utility Helicopter (LUH), thus
beginning the prototype testing of LUH.
This helicopter is expected to capture a
sizeable share both in domestic and
international market in the coming
years. 

Jaguar Upgrades
Continuing its emphasis on upgrades
and its capability to overcome
obsolescence issues, HAL has upgraded
Jaguar twin-seater aircraft to DARIN –III
standards reaching close to IOC. The
complete design and development
covering system requirement capture,
specification preparation, software,
hardware, electrical and mechanical
design and development was carried out
indigenously at HAL’s Mission & Combat
System Research & Design Centre
(MCSRDC). The aircraft modification
was done at Overhaul Division,
Bengaluru. Three DARIN I Standard
Jaguar aircraft have been upgraded to
DARIN III Standard by HAL.

This achievement comes on the
heels of its earlier success on the first
Mirage 2000 aircraft upgraded FOC that
successfully flew on schedule. The Final
Operational Configuration (FOC)
design was implemented on an Initial
Operational Configured (IOC) aircraft
within eight months proving HAL’s
mettle in mid-life upgrade of platforms.

A Joint Venture company, ‘Helicopter
Engines MRO Pvt. Ltd (HE-MRO)’ was
inaugurated by the Defence Minister
Mr. Manohar Parrikar at Goa. The JV is
formed to provide Maintenance, Repair
and Overhaul (MRO) services for
SafranTM333 2B2 and HAL Shakthi
engines installed on HAL-built
helicopters operated by the Defence
services.

Skill India Mission
Taking the lead in supporting
Government’s ‘Skill India’ mission, HAL
actively participated and engaged
maximum number of apprentices
under the National Apprenticeship

Promotion Scheme (NAPS). Towards
this, the Prime Minister Mr. Narendra
Modi presented a cheque to HAL in
Kanpur for playing a constructive role
under NAPS.

Focus on Renewable Energy
In a significant move to harness solar
energy, a 3.5MW solar power project
was commissioned at HAL Airport,
Bengaluru on December 23, 2016. The
environment-friendly project,
spanning over 23 acreswith 12,985 solar
modules has been set up to harness
solar energy as part of the focus on
renewable energy sources. HAL is also
in the process of establishing a 50 MW
capacity Government-approved
renewable energy project in next two
years.

HAL is poised for more success in the
near future by addressing key
challenges and speed up important
programs to serve the interests of the
nation by strengthening the needs of
the Armed Forces.

HAL SOLAR PLANT
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BEL: PIONEERS IN RADARS

Joint Development and Successful Trials

BEL, along with technical support from LRDE, initiated the
indigenous development of WLR in May 2002 and completed
realisation of the engineered model in 2010, incorporating new
technologies/techniques like flexible waveforms through Digital
Pulse Compression, improving the average power of transmitter
for higher (5%) duty cycle, software improvements for better
clutter handling and incorporation of Power PC-based
Programmable Signal Processing Unit (PSPU) and weight
reduction.                    

The system sailed through all the five phases of trials, viz.,

actual firing trials in the forward ranges of Pokhran and high
altitudes of Sikkim, EMI/EMC evaluation by MCE, Mhow,
maintainability evaluation by MAG and environmental evaluation by
DGQA - and came out with flying colours in November 2011. The
project also won the prestigious Raksha Mantri’s Award for ‘Import
Substitution’ in 2011. 

Following the recommendations of the Technical Oversight
Committee and Contract Negotiation Committee, BEL signed a
contract for supplying of 30 WLR systems - 10 systems configured
with high altitude kit for TATRA vehicles - to the Indian Army on

In 1948, one year after gaining
independence, the Government of India
entrusted the task of establishing a radar
and electronics factory to the Ministry of
Defence. It was from this authority that
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) was
instituted in Bangalore in 1954. BEL is a
pioneer in India in the field of Radars. The
Company has, in collaboration with DRDO

labs, been designing and manufacturing
land-based, airborne and shipborne radars
for Defence and civilian applications since
1964. Some of the important radar
projects executed by BEL over the years
are 2D Low-Level Surveillance Radar
(INDRA II), 2D Surveillance Radar Element
(SRE), Flycatcher Radar, Battle Field
Surveillance Radar Short Range (BFSR-SR),

Battle Field Surveillance Radar Medium
Range (BFSR-MR), 3D Surveillance Radar
(Rohini), 3-D Tactical Control Radar, Flight
Level Radar and Troop Level Radar for
Akash Missile System and Doppler Weather
Radar Mk II for ISRO and the Meteorological
department. The new generation 3D and
4D Radars with AESA technology are in the
pipeline.

BEL has added another feather to its cap with the development and
successful trials of Weapon Locating Radar (WLR). WLR is a field
artillery radar system capable of locating enemy artillery batteries
or shell-firing guns, mortars and rocket launchers with great
precision and guiding own artillery fire to neutralise the enemy

targets. The radar system is configured on two Tatra vehicles:
Radar Vehicle and Power Source-cum-BITE Vehicle. The system has
been developed jointly by the Military Radar Strategic Business Unit
of BEL’s Bangalore Complex and Electronics & Radar Development
Establishment (LRDE), a DRDO laboratory based out of Bangalore. 

Weapon Locating Radar
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8 MAHAR (PVC) AWARDED EASTERN COMMAND, GOC - IN - C UNIT CITATION (2014-16)
On the occasion of Army Day this year, 8 MAHAR has been
awarded the Unit Citation by GOC-in-C Eastern Command
for their exemplary work along the borders in Sikkim.
The unit already one of the most decorated units in
the annals of military history with PVC, MVC, VrC, SC
and a host of other awards, added yet another feather to
its cap under the leadership of Col Mouli Sankar
Roy this year. The battalion braved extreme hostile
terrain and climatic conditions and maintained the
sanctity of our borders in the icy heights of 15000ft plus

commendably. The sector where the battalion was
deployed was also the most sensitive sector

considering the ongoing Chinese activities. The
troops of 8 MAHAR displayed utmost

professionalism, grit and valour to ensure dominance
in all fields without any untoward or escalatory situation.

The unit personnel have also been awarded
commendations at different points during their
tenure by the GOC-in-C Eastern Command and by

the Chief of the Army Staff.

DEFENCE NEWS
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Production of WLRs
The high altitude version of WLR and other
versions for the plains have been
manufactured and are under different stages
of inspection and evaluation. The production
of the entire quantity of WLRs would be
undertaken and supplied as per the terms of
the contract. BEL’s WLR stands its ground
on the strength of its field-proven
performance as well as effective customer
support, when compared to its main
competitors. The rival Radars lack a few
critical functionalities of WLR, like automatic
height correction using digital map,
automatic data transmission through
Surveillance Communication Terminal
(SUCOMT), etc. Limited elevation coverage
by frequency phase scan is an operational
restriction with some Radars. Some of the
other USPs of BEL’s WLR are automatic
range selection of  4 Km to  40 Kms with
instrumented range of 50 Km; weapon
location storage capacity of more than 399
compared to smaller capacity of
competition, weapon location detection rate

of 9 detections per min; ALNS which
provides North for orientation and own
location coordinates with desired accuracy;
user-friendly HMI which has been developed
incorporating all the user feedbacks, and
most importantly, tailor made for the Indian
Army keeping in mind Indian terrain

conditions with respect to less crowded C-
Band; 50 Hz Power operation; 100%
redundancy in power source, integrated with
Indian Army grid and ergonomics as required
by Army. BEL’s Radar is expected to cost
lesser than other radars in the global market
and will help save foreign exchange for India.

December 30, 2015.
The First off Production Model (FoPM) of

WLR came out in January 2016, with the
proactive involvement of DGQA agencies,
MAG and User Directorate. Qualification Tests
for improved subsystems and acceptance
tests of all sub systems were completed. The
firing trials have been successfully completed
in mid-April 2016
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INDIA TEST FIRES THE AGNI-V
In what is seen as signifying a dramatic leap
in India’s strategic capabilities, the Agni-V
was successfully tested by the DRDO on 26
December 2016 from Dr Abdul Kalam
Island, Odisha. The Agni-V is India’s most
lethal nuclear capable inter-continental
ballistic missile (ICBM), with a range in
excess of 5,000 km. With this range, India
finally has a deterrent against China, as the
missile has the range to cover the entire
landmass of China from any part of India. 

As per a statement by the Defence
Ministry,“all the radars, tracking systems
and range stations tracked and monitored
the flight performance and all the mission
objectives were successfully met”.This was
the fourth test of Agni-V missile and the
second one from a canister on a road
mobile launcher. The three earlier missions
were successful too.

The Agni-V is India’s first ICBM. (ICBM’s
are traditionally classified as having a range
of 5,500 km to 15,000 km). At present,
India possesses Agni-I, a Short Range
Ballistic Missile (SRBM) with a range of 700
km, the Agni-II, a Medium Range Ballistic
Missile (MRBM) with a range of 2,000 km,
and the Agni-III and Agni-IV, both
Intermediate Range Ballistic Missiles (IRBM)
with ranges of 2,500 km to more than
3,500 km respectively, in its armoury of
Agni missile series. The successful test-
firing of the Agni-V, paves the way for user
trials of the missile and its eventual
induction into the Strategic Forces
Command (SFC).

Agni-V is a three-stage, solid propellant
surface-to-surface missile which was test-
fired from a mobile launcher from launch
complex-4 of the Integrated Test Range
(ITR).It has the advantage of higher
reliability, longer shelf life, less maintenance
and enhanced mobility.About 17-metre long
and weighing over 50 tonnes, the missile
majestically rose from the confines of its
canister flawlessly and achieved all targets.
As per the DRDO, the launch of the missile
was enabled in a very short time frame as
compared to an open launch, as this was
the fourth developmental and second

canisterised trial of the missile, integrated
with a sophisticated mobile launcher in its
deliverable configuration.

Among the missiles of Agni series, the
Agni-V is the most advanced, having some
new technologies incorporated with it in
terms of navigation and guidance, warhead

and engine. Among these, is the very high
accuracy Ring Laser Gyro based Inertial
Navigation System (RINS) and the most
modern and accurate Micro Navigation
System (MINS), which ensured the missile
reached the target point within a few meters
of accuracy.

MAKE IN INDIA
In a boost to Make in India in
military sector, defence
minister Manohar Parrikar
has cleared a proposal to
develop six indigenous
surveillance planes for the
coast guard.Hitting two birds
with one stone for Make in
India, the planes to be used
for the project would be the
C-295 transport aircraft to be built by Tata-Airbus consortium.This would help in
increasing the order for the Avro aircraft replacements being built for the Indian
Air Force.“The air force wants 56 planes for replacing their fleet of Avro planes
and the coast guard order would take it to 62.
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Ever since the Bofors
scandal erupted in 1987,
the Indian Army has not
had a new 155mm
artillery gun inducted in
service. This changed
with the successful
completion of trials of the
indigenously-developed
155mm/45 cal ‘Dhanush’,
also known as the ‘desi
Bofors’. The purchase of
Bofors gun in the 1980's
included the technology
transfer to OFB. The
155mm/45 cal towed
gun, manufactured under
the aegis of the OFB, is an
improved version of the
Bofors design in terms of
range, accuracy, consistency, low and high angle fire and shoot and
scoot ability.

Speaking at the Vibrant Gujarat Global Summit in January 2017,
the Raksha Mantri said, “India, after more than 30 years, has
successfully developed its own gun. The 155mm/45-calibre
Dhanush howitzer has been tested and field trials have been
completed. More than 50 per cent of the components of the self-
propelled gun, being made by a joint venture of Larsen & Toubro
and Samsung of Korea, are made in India”. The Raksha Mantri
added that the first lot will be ordered, probably in the current
financial year and that this is one step ahead of the ‘Make in India’
effort, as it is“Designed, Developed and Made in India.” The Raksha
Mantri further stated that, “after successfully completing field trials
of indigenously-developed 155mm/45 cal Dhanush Towed
Howitzer, another towed gun - an improved version of the Dhanush

- the 155mm/52 cal is in the final stages of being ordered.
In the Artillery modernisation plan, the Indian army needs 814

Mounted Guns, 1580 Towed Guns, 100 tracked Self Propelled
guns,180 wheeled Self Propelled guns and 145 Ultra Light
Howitzers at a total cost of Rs one lakh crore. The 155mm/52cal
Advance Towed Artillery Gun System (ATAGS) being developed by
the DRDO with private participation, is an upgrade of the
155mm/45cal Dhanush and will be ready for production by 2019.
As per experts on the subject, the 155mm/ 52cal is an optimum
technical parameter within its class in achieving maximum range
with highest accuracy. With this development, India becomes one of
the very few countries which can design and manufacture artillery
guns. The success of Dhanush has given a much needed boost to
the Make in India campaign. It is 87 percent indigenous baring the
Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) which is from BAE Systems and the
sighting system, which is from SAGEM.

INDIA TRAINS ANA TO COUNTER IEDs
The Indian Army has trained as many as
50 Afghan National Army (ANA) personnel
in countering the threat of improvised
explosive devices (IEDs) since 2014, at
the College of Military Engineering (CME),
Pune. As per the CME, every year, a con-
tingent of 15 to 20 personnel, including
officers of the rank of Captain and Major,
come for the training at the faculty of

combat engineering.Currently, the centre
conducts about 10 different courses,
including short-duration capsule courses
as well. The duration of the course is
one-month, which includes both the
stages — basic and advance — of han-
dling IEDs.

Besides officers of friendly nations,
the centre also imparts training to the

Border Security Force(BSF), Indo-Tibetan
Border Police (ITBP), Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF) and state police per-
sonnel.As per the UN Assistance Mission
in Afghanistan (UNAMA), as many as
1,514 civilian casualties (496 deaths and
1,018 injured) due to IEDs were recorded
in Afghanistan till September 2016.

DHANUSH FOR THE ARMY
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VETERANS ALERT

FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS (FAQs) ON “ECHS”

Who are eligible to become ECHS members?
The scheme caters for medical care to all ESM pensioners
including disability and family pensioners and their
dependents, which includes wife/husband, legitimate
children and wholly dependent parents.

How can I enrol my dependents for
ECHS?
Collect and submit the application form
from nearby polyclinic, along with the copy
of Pension Pay Order/ Military Receivable
Order, two photographs, affidavit and DD of
Rs 135/- per person. The income of each
dependant should be less than Rs3500/- +
52% DA (which is total 5235/-).

In case of death of ECHS pensioner, will
the parents be entitled to ECHS benefits?
Yes, the parents are entitled to the ECHS
membership, provided they are dependants
of the ESM and the names are included in
the Discharge Book of ECHS member and
the income should be less than Rs.3500/- +
52% DA (which is Total 5235/.

I am a Short Service Commissioned Officer injured in
battle.Am I entitled to be an ECHS member?
No, short service commissioned officers are not entitled to be
an ECHS member, unless you are a battle casualty and
drawing disability pension.

I have lost my card; what should I do?
Visit Station Headquarter/polyclinic. Collect and submit
application form along with documents which includes
affidavit of loss of card and DD of 135/- in favor of dependent
Regional Centre. Note: FIR is NOT required to be lodged.

My card is damaged, what should I do?
Visit Station Headquarter/polyclinic. Collect and submit
application form along with DD of 135/- in favour of
dependant Regional Centre. Submit your damaged card when
you receive the duplicate card.

What is the cost of the new 32KB ECHS smart card?

Each ECHS smart card cost 135/-.

How many ECHS cards will be issued for a family?
ECHS smart card will be issued, one for each dependant,
mentioned in the Discharge Book, provided the dependant
meets eligibility conditions as per rules.

What is the need for writing a Will after
retirement?
Death is inevitable. If one is lucky, he/she will
die of ripe old age but the possibility of an
unexpected/premature death due to
accident/ disease can’t be ruled out.
Therefore, prudence demands that everyone
should write a will immediately after
retirement and revise it at regular intervals.
While in service, our will is taken at the time
of joining itself because it is compulsory. But
after retirement, we don’t want to think of
these painful realities of life, despite the fact
that a will is more relevant after retirement.
We all have seen and heard from our
personal contacts and relatives as to what
kind of bad blood and distrust exists between
the children after the death of father/ both

parents. However, we find it difficult to comprehend that it
could happen to our children also. Thus, writing a will is
desirable and by writing a will one would protect the long term
interests of his wife and children. A will need not always be on
a stamp paper and through a lawyer. It can be written on a
plain sheet of paper also in one’s own handwriting. Two
independent witnesses (preferably much younger) are
required to sign the will. Basically, a will can be written
primarily on the property which the individual has earned
himself. If the property is inherited he can write will only on
that portion which is due to him after division with other legal
heirs. If one is depriving his wife and immediate family and
giving property to an outsider, then the reason behind the
same should be clearly spelled out in the will to avoid future
litigation. If one is very old and handwriting is not clearly
legible then a typed will is desirable. For writing a will one can
initially do self-education on internet and then write the will.
For property of a complicated/disputed nature, it is better to
take advice from a civil lawyer before writing the will.

Hony Capt Baldev Singh
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A major lesson to be learnt from last
year’s over 100 days of turmoil in
Kashmir Valley is how effectively social
media can be misused against peace
and security. Barely had the embers of
that mayhem cooled that another
surprise was sprung on social
media.The first salvo came from Border
Security Force (BSF) constable Tej
Bahadur Yadav, who put out a video
which went viral on social media,
repeatedly showing a ‘chappati' and
‘daal’, while alleging that personnel  are
served bad quality food and at times
they are forced to go to bed hungry as
well as accusing unnamed officers of
illegally selling off rations issued for the
force.

The second was Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF) constable Jeet
Singh, who asked why the Central
Armed Police Forces (CAPF)personnel
are not provided facilities at par with
their army counterparts, when they are
also performing similar tasks. "We
(CRPF personnel) do all kinds of duties
inside the country like deployment for
the Lok Sabha, Rajya Sabha and Gram
Panchayat elections. We contribute
services in most places in the country.
Despite doing all these duties, there is a
big difference between the facilities
provided to the Indian Army and the
CRPF", he is reported to have said.

Soon after came the third video and

for the first time from the Army, when
Lance Naik Yagya Pratap Singh said that
after he wrote to the president, prime
minister, defence minister and the
Supreme Court in June last year and
that his brigade received a
communication from PMO asking for a
probe into his grievances. He then even
began a hunger strike to protest the
‘injustice’ being done with him. His
grievance was against the sahayak
(orderly) system in the Army.

The fourth case was Army nursing
assistant Naik Ram Bhagat, who
expressed concern against
discrimination and who also justified
BSF constable Yadav’s  complaint about
poor quality of food.

This writer, having served in the
infantry and armoured corps and
having visited many army field
formations, units and peace
establishments as a defence ministry
and army spokesperson, recalls that
every soldiers’ cookhouse, colloquially
called ‘langar’, for every sub-unit,
always took pride in turning out
sumptuous meals-whether cooked/
flavoured  to a particular community’s
taste or in units with all-India mixed
class composition. Even food cooked
while on operational deployment/
during exercises and often given packed
to soldiers, has always been quite
edible.

What emerges from these
recent four videos is: (a)
their coming one after the
other,(b) all four individuals
have been disciplinary
cases, (c)  all four belong to
the same community/part
of the country, (d) the
timing of these videos
happens to be after a spell of
Indian Army’s punitive

strikes/retaliations across the Line of
Control in Kashmir valley, where Pak
army and terrorists supported by it took
quite a beating, (e) interestingly, in
Yadav’s Friend’s List, there are
reportedly a number of Pakistani
citizens and (g) considering (d) and (e),
the possibility of Pakistan military/ISI
cannot be ruled out.The fact that these
videos have been repeatedly aired on
TV channels for up to four days
continuously, it cannot be put past
some elements within India, pro-
Pakistan or anti-BJP, being behind this
well- coordinated and sensational
attempt to show security forces/the
ruling government in poor light.

The Army Chief, General Bipin
Rawat in his Army Day address warned
that those using social media to draw
attention to their problems are
adversely affecting the soldiers
guarding the border and that they could
be held guilty and punished. He was
quite forthright in speaking about the
matter of sahayaks as buddies and
urged soldiers to address their
complaints within the Army’s due
system, assuring that complaints could
even be addressed to him and the
GsOC-in-C of Commands through
complaint boxes.

What needs to be undertaken
urgently is accessing the friends list of
the other three complainants and for all
CAPFs, defence and para-military
forces to clamp down on use of social
media.

SOCIAL MEDIA  A  LIABILITY FOR NATIONAL SECURITY

Lt Col Anil Bhat 
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I have always admired the author Gen. Rajendra Nath for his
leadership qualities and his regimentation. He is a writer on
matters military and has written a number of books. He writes
regularly on subjects of defence and national security in
newspapers. Besides, his love for writing, the officer has taken
keen interest in social work. He is Chairman of Institute for the
Blind in Chandigarh since 1982.

I have read his book, ‘Military
Leadrship in  India: Vedic Period to
Indo-Pak Wars’, which remains my Bible
reference book on matters military
which I do keep quoting from in my
articles from time to time. Strategic
Ladakh is essentially an observation of
Ladakh in the early ‘50s, when the
author was a young Captain posted in
Ladakh as an Army HQ’s Liaison Officer.
There was only one Infantry Battalion of
J&K State Forces which was responsible
to look after Ladakh frontiers where in
now Ladakh has a Corps. The author,
after having traced Ladakh's social
evolution from ancient times gives first-
hand account of the people of Ladakh
tracing their roots, culture and provides
an economic survey of Ladakh region of
that time. The  book is from author's
memory lane, appears to be in the past
based on his sharp memory and
recorded diary events as recorded by a
young Captain which we hardly write
now days, we are more on FaceBook,
WhatsApp and what have you.

The book describes in detail the
1947/48 Indo-Pak War in Ladakh, J&K.
Major Prithi Chand Thakur (Later
Colonel, 11 GR) and Lt Colonel Sher
Jung Thapa (Later Brig - JAK RIF) with
his two companies worth of troops at
Skardu in the North did acommendable job during the war in
Ladakh. Both Colonel Prithi Chand Thakur, MVC and Brig Sher
Jung Thapa, MVC are known as the true 'Saviours of Ladakh'
the region which today is part of India by the efforts of the near
forgotten hero, Gen Zorawar Singh who extended the Indian
frontiers into Tibet up to Mansarovar and was killed during the
battle there in 1841.

The author has had the honour of serving under Colonel

Prithi Chand as a Lieutenant and has given a lucid account of
Colonel Prithi Chand’s excellent performance in defending
Ladakh. In 1947, there was only one Infantry Battalion of J&K
State Forces which was responsible for defence of Northern
Kashmir which was spread from Ladakh in the east to Gilgit
Skardu in the West, a distance of over 200 kms. Kargil had about
two platoons worth of troops while Ladakh had only one

Infantry Platoon to defend the vast area.
The Gilgit Scouts reinforced by about

2000 Pak Raiders made a bold plan to
capture Gilgit, Skardu and later whole of
Ladakh. The Gilgit Scouts Battalion had
mostly Muslims who rebelled against
Maharaja of Kashmir and captured Gilgit
quickly. Later, it attacked Skardu Fort
held by Colonel Thapa and eventually
captured it after a stiff battle.

In 1947, Major Prithi Chand while
serving in 2nd Dogras volunteered along
with 15 other ranks to go to Ladakh from
Srinagar valley, in order to defend it from
the Pakistani Raiders. Major Prithi
Chand and Shri Sonam Norbu, a J&K
Engineer from Ladakh moved from
Srinagar on 16 February 1948 during the
winter season. The party carried 50 extra
rifles and ammunition for the Ladakhis
who were to be trained to fight the
Pakistani raiders. It was Shri Sonam
Norbu's and Major Prithi Chand's
contribution to construct an airfield in
Ladakh using local labour which enabled
the Indian Air Force to land and bring in
military personnel to fight the Pakistani
Raiders who were advancing towards
Kargil and Ladakh. It was militarily a very
difficult task for a small party to defend
Ladakh by using Guerrilla tactics against
Pak forces till Indian troops could be

inducted into Ladakh.
In the final analysis, the author's narrative is successful in

making the reader aware of the little known interesting facts of
the region, takes the soldier readers into their own memory
lane and compares the conditions then of their Ladakh tenures.
I travelled along the author's narration and compared my best
field tenure of late 70s of Tangtse. The book's rich material can
be an ideal reference for Research Scholars on Ladakh.

THE LURE OF THE MOUNTAINS
Col RC Patial, SM, FRGS, PhD

STRATEGIC LADAKH
A Historical Narrative 1951-53

and a Military Perspective

By Rajendra Nath
Vij Books India Pvt Ltd

236 pages
Price: Rs 795
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Tibet continues to be an enigma to all
visitors. My two visits have been no
different. One sees massive Chinese
investment in road and railway
infrastructure. Modern skyscrapers are
coming up at a frenetic pace to house
migrants from the mainland. Yet, Tibet
presents a sight of a state under foreign
siege. A deceptive calm hides the
underlying tension. There is no cheer in
the air.

The story of Tibet is a saga of world’s
apathy and indifference to cultural
genocide of Tibetan Buddhism. Brutal
decimation of an ancient, rich and
peace-loving culture by ruthless China
has been ignored nonchalantly.

China annexed Tibet in 1950.
Although the estimates vary
considerably, it is believed that up to
one million Tibetan natives have been
killed by the Chinese to suppress their
demand for freedom. As the Tibetans
are highly religious by nature, the
Chinese have methodically targeted

their places of worship and learning
with a vengeance. Over 6,000
monasteries have been destroyed or
ransacked. Damage done to Tibet’s
relics, heritage and architecture has
been truly horrendous; and beyond
redemption.

Tibet has been amalgamated in
China as Tibet Autonomous Region
(TAR). It is autonomous only in name;
the Chinese government exercises total
and unbridled control. The locals have
no say. Even though TAR has an ethnic
Tibetan as the Chairman, he is only a
titular figure. He is subordinate to the
Branch Secretary of the Communist
Party of China (the real power wielder)
who is always from the Chinese
mainland. There is minimal interaction
between the Chinese and the natives.
The Chinese behave like the rulers and
treat the natives with disdain. The Hans
from mainland China occupy all senior
government posts and are running
prosperous businesses.They enjoy a
much higher standard of living and strut
around like rulers, demonstrating all the
trappings of an occupation force.

On the other hand, the Tibetans are
treated with suspicion and have been
condemned to menial jobs. Their
condition is worse than that of the
slaves of the olden days. All janitors,
sweepers, load carriers and labourers

are Tibetans. Some manage public
toilets to make a living. Many peddle in
local stones and other produce. It is sad
to see a once-proud community
degraded to the status of bonded labour.
Poverty continues to afflict most.

Despite 66 years of occupation,
China has not been able to crush the
Tibetan spirit for independence. On the
contrary, grave atrocities committed
through political and religious
repression have strengthened their
resolve further. The Tibetans abhor the
Chinese and the Chinese know it. The
Chinese sense of insecurity is evident
from the fact that google, FaceBook,
WhatsApp and such other social media
have been banned in Tibet. Here are
some other indicators:

• At Taklakot, foreigners are asked to
disembark from the bus and spread out
their luggage on the roadside for
inspection. Policemen rummage
through each item to ensure that no
material relating to the Dalai Lama is
smuggled into Tibet. Printed material is
closely examined. Worse, visitors are
asked to show all pictures stored on
their cameras and cell-phones.

• Every street and building in Tibet is
embellished with innumerable Chinese
flags, as if to constantly remind the
locals that Tibet is under the Chinese
rule. Similarly, billboards read ‘Welcome
to China’s Tibet’.

Every house is mandated to fly the
Chinese flag on the roof top; and its
height must be more than that of the
Tibetan prayer flags that traditionally
adorn all houses. Non-compliance is
construed as an act of defiance of the
state authority and is dealt with harshly.
Punishment may include imprisonment
for anti-national proclivity.

Tibetans are denied passports. They

Major General 
Mrinal Suman

Chinese Flag over Potala Palace, Lhasa

TIBET: A NARRATIVE OF
CULTURAL HOLOCAUST
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can visit the Chinese mainland but
cannot travel abroad. They are captives
in their own country. China does not
want them to interact with the world,
lest their atrocities get exposed.

Foreign visitors are not welcome in
Tibet. Every tourist bus is accompanied
by a policeman during travel in Tibet.
He ensures that the permitted route is
diligently followed. No deviations are
allowed. Contact with the locals is
discouraged. Military areas, police posts
and even armed guards cannot be
photographed. Yes, Tibet is a police
state.

Local authorities regulate the
number of monks that a monastery can
accommodate. Monks need official
permission to visit other monasteries in
large numbers. Armed soldiers
invariably accompany them to monitor
their activities.

Although the Tibetans are wary of
expressing their views openly, they
never fail to express their gratitude to
India for giving asylum to their temporal
head and millions of other Tibetan
refugees. A middle aged vendor woman
shoved a handful of walnuts in our
hand, as if to say ‘thank you’.

The Panchen Lama: a Chinese Lackey
Traditionally, the Panchen Lama is
considered second to the Dalai Lama in
hierarchy and plays a critical role in
selecting the next Dalai Lama.After the
escape of the current Dalai Lama to
India in 1959, Panchen Lama Choekyi
Gyaltsen sided with communist China
and supported suppression of the 1959
rebellion. However, by 1962, he was a
disillusioned man and accused China of
smothering Tibetan culture. He was
imprisoned in 1964 and subsequently
kept under house arrest. He died
suddenly under mysterious
circumstances at Shigatse in 1989. He
was only 51 years old. Locals are
convinced that he was poisoned by the
Chinese.

A boy named Gedhun Choekyi
Nyima was chosen to be the next
Panchen Lama by the Dalai Lama and
the then-incumbent abbot of Shigatse’s

Tashilhunpo Monastery. However, the
boy went missing soon after his
nomination and is untraced to date. It is
alleged that he is still being held in
captivity at an unknown location in
China. In his place, the Chinese
government conspired to select
Gyaincain Norbu (son of two
Communist Party members) as the 11th
Panchen Lama. Most Tibetans do not
recognise Norbu as the Panchen Lama
and consider him to be a stooge of the
Chinese.

Although the Panchen Lama
traditionally lived in his official seat at
Tashilhunpo Monastery in Shigatse,
Norbu has chosen to reside in Beijing.
Hatred for him amongst the Tibetans is
so intense that whenever he visits
Shigatse, the city is converted into a
police fortress to ensure his security.
Locals are coerced to send two persons
per family to attend his public addresses
and are even paid money for the same.
Non-attendance is viewed seriously and
can even invite police action.

The Chinese Malevolence
China has been adopting a three
pronged approach to ensure total
integration of Tibet – demographic
offensive, obliteration of Tibetan
identity and undermining the standing
of the Dalai Lama. Tibetan population
consists of three broad ethnic groups;
nomads, agriculturists and urban
dwellers. Whereas the demographic
make-up of the first two groups remains
largely undisturbed, it is the third ethnic
group that is undergoing a worrisome
change with the massive influx of
Chinese migrants. The Chinese
government considers demographic
swamping to be the ultimate solution. It
is feared that the Han population will
overwhelm the locals in the next two
decades.

As the Chinese consider the
knowledge of Mandarin to be essential
for building national cohesion, the
Tibetans are compelled to learn
Mandarin. As a result, the local Tibetan
language is being allowed to die.
Secondly, having failed to crush the

ethnic pride of the Tibetans, China has
been systematically targeting symbols
of Tibetan uniqueness. Recent
demolitions at Larung Gar Buddhist
Academy and Jhada Gon Palden
Khachoe Nunnery are symptomatic of
the Chinese efforts to subvert the local
culture. Larung Gar is said to be the
biggest Tibetan Buddhist institute
(academy and monastery) in the world
and is keeping the Buddhist knowledge
alive. Under the garb of decongesting, it
is attempting to curtail its influence.

Finally, as regards the Dalai Lama,
the Chinese government suffers from an
acute phobia. It has forbidden referring
to him as His Holiness. However, for the
Tibetans, His Holiness the Dalai Lama
continues to be the supreme head. They
hold him in great esteem. When told
that we were from India, a young hotel
boy told us that his sole ambition in life
was to visit India to pay respects to His
Holiness. With moist eyes, he rued his
helplessness to acquire a passport.

Having failed to win over the 80 year
old Dalai Lama, China is waiting for his
demise to install a pro-China boy as the
next Dalai Lama. It has already started
manoeuvring itself to be in a position to
have its say. Support of the lackey
Panchen Lama will help considerably.

As per the past track record of China, if
the followers of the current Dalai Lama
select a boy living in Tibet, he will be
eliminated by China and replaced by a
loyalist boy. With the support of a pliable
Dalai Lama, China will tighten its grip
over the religious and spiritual facets of
the Tibetan culture further. That shall
prove to be the final and fatal blow. A rich
culture will soon get wiped out and lost
forever. Ominous signs are already
discernible. The world must hang its
head in shame for being a mute spectator
to the ‘cultural holocaust’ in Tibet.

Major General Mrinal Suman retired
from the Indian Army in 2003. He is

India’s foremost expert in defence
procurement procedures and offsets

and currently heads the Defence
Technical Assessment and Advisory

Service of Confederation of Indian
Industry.
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This is one of the best cake recipes that I
have ever come across. It's so simple and
the cake always turns out so soft and
moist that it's increasingly turned into
our family favourite! Hence, I mostly
bake this for our festive holidays.
Ingredients:
● All purpose flour 1 1/2 cups
● Cocoa powder 1/3 cup
● Sugar 1 cup (I use regular brown sugar)
● Baking soda 1 tea spoon
● A pinch of salt
● Water 1 cup
● Vinegar 1 tablespoon
● Oil 1/2 cup (I used light olive oil for

this recipe)
● Pure Vanilla powder or extract 1 tea

spoon
For icing:
● Cocoa powder roughly 3-4

tablespoons
● Butter 2-3 tablespoons 
● Oil 1-2 tea spoons
● Cornflour 1 tea spoon
● Granulated sugar 4-5 tablespoons

(adjust to taste) 
● Fruits for decoration 
Recipe:
First of all, get the oven ready for use and
set it to 180 degrees and let it heat as you
prepare the cake tin and the cake
mixture. To prepare the cake tin, gently
line the insides of the tin with oil and dust
with all purpose flour. Remove the excess
flour and set the tin aside too. 

To prepare the cake mix, sieve the

flour 2-3 times and remove into a deep
bowl. To this, add the cocoa powder, but
do sieve this too as the cocoa powder can
also get lumpy. Now, add the rest of the
dry ingredients - salt, baking soda, sugar
and vanilla powder (I used vanilla
powder but if you have vanilla paste/
extract,  then add that to the wet
ingredients later). Mix this together. In
another container, add all the wet
ingredients - water, oil and vinegar (and
vanilla paste). Stir and add this slowly to
the dry ingredient mixture prepared
earlier. Mix the batter slowly. Take your
time to mix the batter together scooping
up the dry ingredients from the bottom
of the bowl. Do not mix too much or too
vigorously. Once the batter looks even
and smooth remove into the cake tin by
pouring into the centre. Clean out the
entire contents of the mix using a rubber
spatula if needed. Now you can place the
tin into the oven at 180 degrees for 25 - 30
minutes. To check if your cake is done,
prick it with a wooden skewer at the
centre. If the cake is ready the skewer will
come out clean.

To prepare the icing, heat oil in a pan
and add the butter. Once the butter is
melted, add the cocoa powder. Now add
some water but remember to add water
very slowly and to mix continuously. To
thicken the icing a bit add the cornflour. I
prepared the icing to be of pouring
consistency, but if you choose, you can

make it thicker by adding lesser water
and a bit more of the cornflour. Add the
powdered sugar to this and taste, as you
must adjust the sweetness to suit you. As
we are all fans of dark chocolate in my
family, we left this a bit bitter. So finally
we have our icing which we have
prepared to pouring consistency and
which tasted a bit like melted dark
chocolate! Absolutely Yummy.

For the decoration, we sliced the cake
into half from the centre and added some
of the icing after it had cooled down a bit.
Add the top layer back over the cake once
the icing in between is done. We did the
decorating bit together as a family and
made it a whole lot of fun! And here is
why we left the icing to pouring
consistency - we poured the icing over
the cake together and spread it all around
the cake. We followed this by using fresh
strawberries, kiwis, raspberries and
blueberries to sit on the freshly poured
icing. This was such great fun family
activity together leaving us with beautiful
fond memories of the festive period. As
for the cake, it was delicious And the
fruits definitely add the extra punch to
the whole dessert. Do try this out for
yourselves too and hope you enjoy it as
much as we did.

Ms Aditi Pathak is based in
Singapore. Widely travelled and from a
Services background, cooking is one of

her many passions.

FESTIVE CHOCOLATE CAKE
Aditi Pathak
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If there could be one theatre, in the near future, where India’s maritime
capabilities alongwith its air power could be tested – apart from a military
confrontation with Pakistan – it would be in South east Asia, as tensions build up
over China’s aggressive posturing on the South China sea. Over the past one year
or more, a series of incidents in that region have left little room for comfort for
Washington and its strategic partners, with the most recent being Chinese state
media assertions that it is the U.S. and not China that could push the region into
a possible military confrontation.

For several years now, Beijing had been steadily increasing its dominance of
the South China sea to the annoyance of the U.S. and other ASEA Nnations; all of
whom resent China’s aggressive military muscle flexing and encroachments into
their territorial waters. China’s assertions are based on a two millennium old
historical claim, on the basis of which the Chinese had occupied and reclaimed
islands. But it was finally the Philippines that decided to take the Chinese to an
International Tribunal at the Hague, to contest China’s encroachment of
Scarborough Shoal located close to the Philippines in the South China Sea, which
is surrounded by South East Asian countries, all part of ASEAN. China  claims
much of the sea on the basis of its ‘Nine Dash Line’ that would give Beijing virtual
control over 90 percent of the Sea and its key oil and natural resources, plus much
of the shipping through the  straits of Malacca,a vital transit route for ships
heading to countries in East Asia, like Japan and Taiwan.

And in a stinging verdict, the International Tribunal has dismissed Beijing’s
claims stating: “There was no legal basis for China to claim historic rights to
resources within the sea areas falling within the ‘nine dash line”. China was quick
to denounce this UN report’s verdict as ‘garbage’ by a panel paid by the
Philippines, and even warn that the South China sea could become a ‘cradle of
war’, even as the U.S. and other countries have called upon the Chinese to show
respect for international laws. Ironically, Beijing, along with many other nations,
had helped draft the UN Convention on the Laws of Sea in 1992, that requires
countries to respect the territorial waters of others and permit free movement of
ships and maritime cargo. But now,  this verdict has not only come as a blow to
China’s aspirations to be a respected power but it has challenged the ambitious
personal project of the Chinese leader Xi Jinping.

The world will now be watching if China truly respects the global order or
wants separate rules for itself. For several years now, Chinese ships have been
threatening those of other countries including that from India, that undertake
routine visits to this region. But, as the incoming US administration insists that
China’s island building and dominance of the South China sea cannot be allowed
to continue, China is unlikely to be deterred by America’s assertions. And that
therefore might lead to a confrontation, which could even draw a reluctant India
in, now that India enjoys the tag of a major defence partner of the U.S., although
this arrangement is essentially about the U.S. sharing military technology with
India.

Over several years, India’s forces have conducted military exercises with the
US, and there is healthy respect for the professionalism of India’s military. And
with India’s navy still capable of blocking the choke points to the straits of
Malacca – a key access point for China’s and the world shipping routes – to and
from South China sea, Washington is likely to demand that Delhi should side
with it, if push comes to shove. Moreover, Delhi’s growing military relationship
with Vietnam, another adversary of China, with India now willing to arm Vietnam
with Indian made missiles, is already causing serious concern in Beijing, apart
from India’s close ties with Washington.

For more details on Maroof Raza, visit:  https:/ / www.maroofraza.com.

THE SOUTH
CHINA SEA
CONUNDRUM

Maroof Raza
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